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*** Our 2016 collection is out!***

Skyline Thailand (Phuket Showroom) by DAYOT PROPERTY CO., LTD.
8/67 Moo 3, Cherngtalay, Talang, Phuket 83110

Tel/Fax: 076 386 506, Email: phuket@skyline.co.th, Website: www.skyline.co.th

YOUR COMPLETE HOSPITALITY SOLUTION
www.skyline.co.th
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SURIN BEACH

KAMALA BEACH

KALIM BEACH

PATONG BEACH

KARON BEACH

KATA BEACH

NAI HARN BEACH

CHALONG BAY

BANG TAO BEACH

NAI YANG BEACH

MAI KHAO BEACH

NAI THON BEACH

Cover photo © Koco77      
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Bikinis & Martinis Magazine is created and 
published by Asia Design Consultants Ltd. All 
rights reserved. All other trademarks are the 
property of their respective owners. Printed 
in Thailand.

 phuketbikinismartinis         

 phuketbikinismartinis.com
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185 / 11, 191 Moo 7, Srisoonthorn rd., T. Srisoonthorn, A. Thalang Phuket 83110

Tel.: +66 (0)76620106 / +66 (0)910404000
email: contact@petsmagicplanet.com

www.petsmagicplanet.com

Open from 9 am - 7 pm

Where 
your pet 
dreams 
come 
true

PETS MAGIC PLANET

The best international brands
The ultimate choice 
Luxury accessories & jewels

Pala is 
my name 
waiting 

for a nice 
family
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KATA BEACH RESORT CO., LTD.
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“ONE OF THE 
50 BEST BEACH BARS 

IN THE WORLD” 
CNN TRAVEL

BangTao Beach, Phuket
catchbeachclub.com
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It is a world apart when you step 
into Deep Relax Spa, located in 
Bang Tao near Laguna Phuket. The 
Deep Relax signature spa service 
and massage skills are incompara-
ble and are top of the class. 

When the guests arrive, choice of compli-
mentary drinks like Evian,S.pelligrino,Perri-
er or Coke will be served. Or on a cold day, 
guests prefer just hot green tea for the start. 

At Deep Relax,we have different kinds of 
massages, 2 hours spa Express packages and 
the all time popular signature spa packages 
to suit the guests’ prefernces and time.

Our experienced therapists will use all the 
natural and ancient ingredients togther with 
their magical and mystical massage skills 
will coax you into the state of perfect bal-
ance of body,mind and soul. So if you had a 
active day at the sea sand sun or feeling too 
lazy... Deep Relax Phuket is the choice, where 
amazing pampering awaits you.

Call us or your hotel front desk concierge 
for more informations and we will usher you 
or your family and friends into Deep Relax 
Phuket seamlessly like a magic carpet. 

www.deeprelaxspa.com

DEEP RELAX PHUKET -
THE PEARL OF THE ANDAMAN
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MONTAZURE & CAFÉ DEL MAR

Fiona Nel
Director of Sales
MontAzure Phuket
Email: fiona@montazure.com
Tel: +66 93 624 8800
www.montazure.com

“The arrival of such an iconic brand on the Is-
land demonstrates Phuket’s ongoing appeal as 
a premium destination” commented advisor 
to the venture, Ms. Supaluck Umpujh, chair-
woman of The Mall Group, whose portfolio 
of projects include Siam Paragon, Emporium, 
EmQuartier, the recently opened BLUPORT 
Hua Hin Resort Mall and the upcoming BLU-
PEARL, the first world class luxury retail and 
entertainment center in Phuket, scheduled to 
open in 2018.

“As the island’s longest established enter-
tainment specialists, it’s a great honour for 
us to work with two major names on such a 
high-profile project for Phuket,” said Santeri 
Nurmi, Managing Director of Café Del Mar, 
Phuket. “The stunning waterfront strip at 
MontAzure is second-to-none and the perfect 
location for a lifestyle driven international 
beach club. Café Del Mar will also provide the 
ideal venue for unrivalled events and world 
class performances.”

Montazure brings chillout master 
Café del Mar to its oceanfront 
development on Phuket. The launch 
of a sophisticated new beach club 
in the north Kamala bay will mark 
the global music and entertainment 
icon’s first offering in Asia  
 
The developers of Phuket’s most expansive 
upscale resort and residential community, 
MontAzure, have announced the latest excit-
ing addition to its beachfront site in Kama-
la bay – an upscale beach club branded by 
world famous Café Del Mar.

The region’s hippest new beachside venue is 
already under construction and will occupy 
a 2.5 Rai (4000 sqm) site with 40 metres of 
beach frontage. A slick, contemporary trop-
ical design has been created by award-win-
ning K Studio whose other signature projects 
include several celebrated retail, residential 
and leisure developments in Greece, includ-
ing the ultra-stylish, heritage-inspired Scorpi-
os Beach Club in Mykonos.

The team behind Café Del Mar Phuket brings 
together two prominent figures in the areas 
of hospitality, entertainment and retail de-
velopment. Santeri Nurmi has several years 
experience creating and managing successful 
nightlife venues on the Island. 

“We have been looking at Phuket for many 
years, but in the past the infrastructure was 
lacking. Things are improving now, an exten-
sion of the airport is taking place, the formation 
of the Asean Economic Community [AEC]; it all 
can help Phuket become a playground of South-
east Asia,” Ms. Supaluck added. 

The Café del Mar brand has built an inimitable 
reputation around the globe for its laid back 
coastal venues and original chill-out tunes. The 
label was born in Ibiza in 1980 at a bar next to 
San Antonio beach, and grew from the simple 
notion that people enjoy a relaxed evening by 
the sea while listening to great music and sip-
ping on top quality drinks. Since 1994, Café del 
Mar has been releasing its own compilations 
of chill out, lounge, ambient, chill house and 
Balearic beats – music that reflects the spir-
it and atmosphere of Ibiza. With more than 
70 CD releases to date and millions of copies 
sold, Café del Mar is one of the largest music 
publishers of its genre in the world. A line-up 
of world class musicians have worked with the 
label including Moby, Underworld, Chicane 
and the legendary DJ Sanchez and José Padilla.

“Introducing such an illustrious global name as 
Café Del Mar to the beachfront zone at MontAzure 
underlines our commitment to the very best inter-
national standards as we continue to build South-
east Asia’s most impressive oceanfront resort and 
residential community,” said MontAzure Exec-
utive Director Setthaphol Boottho. “With part-
ners such as Café Del Mar, Twinpalms, Proud Real 
Estate and InterContinental Hotel Group, we are 
quickly positioning the North Kamala beachfront 
as Phuket’s high-end hospitality hotspot.”

For further information please contact: 
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THAILAND’S LEADING BROKERAGE &
NEW YACHT DEALERSHIP

Privacy is Luxury

Lee Marine Co.,Ltd.    Head Office: Ao Po Grand Marina, Phuket, Thailand Office: +66 76 681 015   Fax: +66 76 317 304www.leemarine.com info@leemarine.com

P A S S I O N ,  I N T E G R I T Y,  E X P E R T I S E

A U T H O R I S E D  D I S T R I B U T O R  F O R

Phuket Premiere – April 2017 Enquire for detail

Brand New Model – Ferretti 850 New Model – Custom Line Navetta 37
Ready now special price!

Brand New Model – Pershing 5X
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As Lee Marine Celebrates 
20 Years of Yacht Sales & Service 
in Phuket - a selection of some of 
the newest, hottest models on offer 
for 2017

Lee Marine International Marine Brokerage 
has grown to become Thailand’s leading 
yacht sales and service company offering 
a complete range of new, pre-owned and 
bespoke vessels. 

Since its incorporation twenty years ago, 
Founder and Managing Director, Joshua Lee’s 
vision of a proficient, organised brokerage 
company continues to flourish. Lee Marine’s 
success combines passion, integrity and 
expertise. 

SEXIEST, NEW YACHTS FOR 2017

At the core, the highly qualified Team is 
focused on professionalism and client 
satisfaction. You can be certain the sale 
and post-sale service will be continuously 
well-managed and insightful with your best 
interest at the forefront. 

“Simply put, we love what we do”, says Joshua 
Lee. “Our years in this business, our experience 
and reliability are proven. Combined with a 
select, yet wide range of products, full vessel 
management and a premium location gives a 
full picture of what Lee Marine offers the yacht 
enthusiasts.”

leemarine.com

Custom Line 120

Pershing 5X

Ferretti Yachts 850

Pershing 140

Riva 110

Custom Line NAVETTA 37
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Up until the summer of 2011, I had 
consistently lived by a series of 
identities that had limited me my 
entire life. That is, until The World 
came in on a white horse like 
Prince Charming and rescued me 
from a future bound by limitations.

During my Sophomore year of college, 
everything I was, “An Overachiever” and “A 
Girlfriend,” was taken out from under me in 
just one short week. My relationship of 2 
1/2 years ended and I was overwhelmed by 
the constant stress of my full-time job and 
maintaining a 4.0 GPA. I was suddenly sin-
gle, aware that I had put my friendships on 
the back-burner, and felt empty and even a 
stranger to myself.

That very next week, I saw a flyer on my col-
lege campus for an intensive Spanish Lan-
guage Study Abroad Program in Spain for 
that Summer. I had never traveled out of the 
country and had only been on one flight in 
my entire life! Without even telling my par-
ents I put down the deposit, broke my lease 
at my apartment, gathered what little mon-
ey I had saved, and told my boss I would be 
back in July.

After spending a month studying Spanish in 
Spain, I spent another three weeks backpack-
ing around Ireland, France, Germany, Italy, 
and England. During my time abroad, on my 
very first international expedition, I discov-
ered a new sense of independence, experi-
enced new cultures, and saw and touched his-
tory. I was hooked. I came home empowered, 
refreshed, and ready for something more.

When I returned home from Europe in the 
Fall of 2008, I began my Junior year of col-
lege as a declared Financial Services major. 
Why did I choose Finance? Because in my 
mind, it was the most challenging Business 
Major with a promising future of success at 
a young age. I also spent Spring Break of 
my Junior year of college volunteering with 
Global Water Brigades.

It was a new international adventure but this 
time founded on philanthropy. The experience 
left such an impression in my heart that I knew 
that one day I would live a life dedicated to 
supporting causes like GWB… one day that is.

Once I was successful, had time, had a great 
job, and had money.

I continued working full time throughout 
college at various Wealth Management firms 
and by the time I graduated my resume (the 
almighty dictator of your future career) was 
pristine. I had four years of full-time work 
experience in Financial Services, I had grad-
uated in just 4 years with Business Honors, 
and already had a job lined up working for a 
prominent Wealth Management Firm.

I was just 21 years old and it was the weekend 
I graduated college when I moved from San 
Diego to Los Angeles. The city was big and 
unfriendly and I was working insane hours 
(sometimes from 3 am to 7 pm) but after al-
most a year at the firm I was well on my way 
to becoming a young professional. The truth 
was, I hated my job and I felt trapped.

The only thing getting me through the “day 
to day” was my involvement with various or-
ganizations in Los Angeles. I had become in-
credibly passionate about Step Up Women’s 
Network, a national, nonprofit membership 
organization dedicated to connecting and 
advancing women and girls.

After my long days in the office, I was going 
to membership meetings, networking events 
and making friends with all kinds of inspiring 
women of all ages from various industries. It 
was through this involvement that I realized 
that true happiness, for me, would not be 
found in a cubicle… so I quit my job.

My decision to leave my firm came unexpect-
edly. I hadn’t once considered that my 10 year 
plan would be so far off from what I wanted 
to do. But I still didn’t know what I wanted to 
“be.” All I needed for the time being was a job 
and a decent income to pay the bills. I decid-
ed to take a break from my career path and 
instead of jumping right back into Finance 
working for another firm, I wanted to have 
some fun.

Enter: Hollywood. Instantly, I was taken over 
by the glitz and glamour of the star-studded 
city. That’s when I started bartending at a 
nightclub, Drai’s Hollywood. I had also signed 
with a few promotional agencies and was 
working events as a spokesmodel in my free 
time. I was having a blast, making money was 
easy, and life was fun! Yes, life was glamour-
ous, but something was missing. I had lost my 
sense of purpose and lost sight of my future. I 
wasn’t happy, yet again.

It was at this point that I had to stop and 
do some serious soul searching. I had gone 
through my entire life trying to fit inside a 
mold. I wasn’t TRULY driven by money or even 
convinced that I would ever fit into a role in a 
corporate work environment. At 22 years old, I 
wasn’t ready to be “A Young Professional” and 
wasn’t being true to myself playing the role of 
“Young Hollywood.”

This time, I wasn’t waiting around for anyone 
to join me. I packed my bags for a four month 
trip to anywhere. I had saved very little money 
and I had no idea what I was doing. I simply 
booked a flight in June to Australia and a re-
turn flight home from New Zealand in Octo-
ber. Summer 2011 turned into a grand tour of 
Australia, Southeast Asia, and New Zealand.

I came home and began planning anoth-
er month long trip immediately! This time, 
helping fundraise over $5,500 for Peruvian 
Hearts before setting off for Peru. I hiked 
the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu, spent Christ-
mas with an all girls’ orphanage, donated 
the $5,500 towards college scholarships for 
three girls, and celebrated the New Year on a 
beach in Costa Rica.

I returned home and immediately began 
planning a trip to South America to promote 
literacy in Bolivia helping some amazing or-
ganizations. I spent March 2012 helping Bib-
lioworks in the small pueblo of Morado K’asa, 
assimilating into life as a local, going on some 
daring adventures and taking my Spanish to 
the next level.

Four years later, I am now on the road nine 
months of the year and have a six-member 
team helping run this site. The Blonde Abroad 
has become a multi-level business and has 
various revenue streams including affiliate 
programs, consulting, social media marketing 
and digital content creation.

Now that I’ve caught you up to speed, I am 
proud to say that quite simply and confident-
ly put, “I am a little bit of everything.”

I established The Blonde Abroad when I 
stopped living a life bound by limitations and 
decided to follow my heart and live a life with-
out borders. I have met hundreds of beauti-
ful souls throughout my travels and knocked 
some big adventures off my bucketlist.

I want to share my passion for travel, my love 
of experiencing new cultures, and my mis-
sion to help support non-profit organizations. 
Through The Blonde Abroad, I share my life as 
a fully self-expressed and independent wom-
an with the hope that I may inspire others. 
You are never too old, too busy, or too blonde 
to pause what you’re doing and take some 
time to follow your dreams.

May you never settle for a life that’s anything 
short of extraordinary!

theblondeabroad.com

TRAVEL THE BLONDE ABROAD
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Since the release of the first collec-
tion in 2004, 69SLAM has spread 
its seed, harnessing worldwide 
fans. Over the years, 69SLAM has 
built a reputation with its colorful, 
alternative and suggestive prints, 
continuing to outdo itself with each 
bold step.

Best known for its status as a youthful and 
provocative brand, 69SLAM continues to 
evolve bringing the same confident,whimsi-
cal and playful attitude to all its designs.

69SLAM was born far far away from all formu-
laic and watered-down brands and has grown 
into a modern lifestyle brand of fun under-
wear, swimwear, apparel and other related 
products.

Present in over 50 countries around world, 
69SLAM intends to illustrate its motto ‘PLAY-
LOUD!’ in the best possible way.

Enter the world of 69SLAM that brings to-
gether a unique group of individuals loving 
to play loud and act provocative.

Drawing on influences from street art, ex-
treme sports and music, 69SLAM speaks to 
everyone that loves, feels, is, lives.

Spread the Phenomenon Slammers !

69slam.com

69SLAM
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Boat Lagoon Resort referred to locally as 
Phuket’s ‘best kept secret’ is a hotel resort 
of 270 rooms and full services apartments. 
These apartments with their nautical décor 
and ambience are unique in Phuket. The 
‘Lagoon Quay’ located on the ground floor 
of the marina zone, consists of a collective 
of dining outlets and marine oriented busi-

ness – overlooks the beautiful marina with 
its moored yachts and pleasure crafts. 

Shopping, Lifestyle Retail, Marine Services 
& Workshops, Offices and Financial Servic-
es. The Phuket Boat Lagoon is equipped 
with a wide range of facilities and services 
for the need of every yacht owner, skipper, 
crew members, guests and visitors. The Boat 
Arcade has a full service banking facilities, 
with restaurants, dentists for children, music 
center and a wide range of activities for fam-
ilies. Phuket Boat Lagoon has a wide range 
of marine services and retail offices, offering 
a wide range of services for yacht repairs. 
Within the property is made available, legal 
& secretarial services, including insurance 
services for yachts. 

For more information on Phuket Boat La-
goon, kindly visit our website at www.
phuketboatlagoon.com or email info@
phuketboatlagoon.com  

Contact details:
PHUKET BOAT LAGOON MARINA
22/1 Moo 2 Thepkasattri Rd., T.Kohkaew, A. 
Muang, Phuket, 83000, Thailand
Tel: + 66 7623 9888   Fax: +66 7627 3371

Phuket Boat Lagoon complex is 
Phuket’s first marina complex. 
Officially opened in 1995 and 
is situated on the East Coast of 
Phuket in Southern Thailand. The 
circular marina provides moorings 
for vessels up to 35 meters long. 
Most sailors consider the complex 
to be on a par with other leading 
marinas across the globe.

Located on over 150 acre of land, strategi-
cally located in the center of Phuket Island. 
Traffic from Phuket International airport us-
ing the main highway must pass The Phuket 
Boat Lagoon entrance in order to get to 
Phuket town or the west coast beaches. The 
marina is 20 km from the airport, 8 km to 
Phuket town and 15 km to Kata, Karon & Pa-
tong beaches.

“We are focused on being the region’s leader, 
in boating and hospitality industry. With the 
Vision, we aim to excel in our core businesses, 
which is boating and lifestyle retail, by provid-
ing the quality standard for the community 
that we care for”, says Khun Boon Yongsakul, 
Deputy Managing Director of Phuket Boat 
Lagoon. 

Within the complex are:
Phuket Boat Lagoon, a full-service marina in 
southern Thailand with 180 berths in the wa-
ter, 144 on the hardstand and 30 dry stacking 
bays. Complete with a service department. 
The marina is of international standard. Oth-
er facilities include a fuel dock, three travel 
lifts with a capacity of up to eighty tons, a 
large concrete work area and a concrete boat 
ramp. All berths are with power and water. 
Wireless internet, hot showers and changing 
room facilities are available at the resort.

PHUKET BOAT LAGOON
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ums under development now stands at over 
1,000 new units; a surprisingly high increase 
considering its small footprint. 

Can a foreigner own property here?
Yes they most definitely can. It is worth not-
ing that most buyers are foreign nationals 
from all around the world. That also explains 
why we’ve never really felt any slow-downs, 
as there is always someone from somewhere 
wanting to buy a property.

You both seem somewhat young to be 
doing this....
We started young, but you need to bear in 
mind that age is only a number. An important 
thing is to never stop learning. We are born 
with one mouth and two ears; this means that 
we should listen twice as much as we speak. It’s 
a proven fact that you learn quicker that way.

What made you move the location from 
Surin Beach to Kata Beach?
We have not moved locations but are merely 
exploring new opportunities. The Surin area 
has had a huge surge in new developments 

rants, swimming pools, fitness room, games 
room, kids’ play area, massage and spa ser-
vices. Additionally, a full-time shuttle service 
will be available for guests to head down to 
the beaches or Kata’s wide selection of bars, 
restaurants and shops.

For anyone interested to have a look, we have 
a sales office and show unit available on site 
as well as a dedicated team that will gladly 
answer all your questions. 

Email 邮件: lin@thepeaksresidence..com 
Tel 手提: +66 (0)81 892 2419 
We Chat 微信: linphuket

over the past year and we fear further ex-
pansion here will simply not justify the cur-
rent demand for property along this beach, 
although of course, we continue to manage 
and take care of our current projects. It might 
just be time for us to move on and expand 
into new areas where demand is strong. Kata 
and Kata Noi offer great opportunities and an 
area we have always wanted to develop but 
could never find suitable land until now. Both 
beaches offer stunning ocean and mountain 
views in a great environment. Hotel occupan-
cy and nightly rates are among the highest in 
Phuket, so we are looking forward to manag-
ing the units since they will offer great yearly 
returns for our buyers.

What are you developing in Kata?
We are developing a condominium project 
comprising over 400 units, all offering beauti-
ful views of the mountains and ocean. Each of 
the buildings will have a car park, enabling all 
residents to drive in and park directly under 
their units for convenience; particularly im-
portant during the rainy season. There will be 
a range of facilities available such as restau-

turns and that has enabled us to acquire land 
and become property developers.

Why Phuket?
Phuket has so much to offer in terms of qual-
ity lifestyle and living standards. The weather 
is warm all year round and the beaches are 
just magnificent.

Geographically, Phuket is at the center of a re-
gion of the world that is economically thriving. 
We are gifted with an international airport that 
connects us with all the major cities of South 
East Asia. It is a paradise re- treat right in the 
middle of a booming economical expanse.

What is your reason for choosing Surin 
Beach as the location of your first projects 
and what have you developed there?
Surin Beach is considered to be one of the 
top beaches on Phuket Island with its unprec-
edented beauty and high-end hotels spread 

around. The choice of restaurants is varied 
and its atmosphere is generally very beach 
like, which is pleasing to any holiday goers.

A few years back we purchased a land that 
was pretty much located in the middle of 
a field behind several high-end hotels and 
resorts and we wanted to build an 8 story 
condominium building. Back then the access 
road was so narrow you were left wondering 
if a car could pass through! Most properties 
built on Surin Beach then were located by 
the main roads. Although that was the right 
thing to do, with added development in the 
area, the surge in traffic came with increased 
noise pollution. Not something you’d want to 
have on your tropical holiday. Most of these 
developments were also quite big; and it 
wouldn’t be uncommon to find studios of 50 
Square Meters or 1 bedroom apartments of 
80 Square Meters in size for sale or rent. This 
meant that prices be it for rent or for sale were 
high not necessarily because of the quality 
but because of the large sizes of the units. This 
made the whole property market in the area 
somewhat stagnant.

When it comes to developing a new project, 
the idea was for us to create something fresh, 
with more compact sizes and as such more 
affordable and financially sound. We chose a 
location that gets people asking the question: 
“Why in the world would you build something 
here?”. We strived to be different in everyway 
possible simply because we wanted to set a 
standard that would help fuel positive growth 
in the area.

By last year, we had sold just under 300 units 
at both our developments around Surin Beach 
— enough to meet our supply goal in this area. 
So far this year, in this area alone, it is worth 
noting that the new supplies of condomini-

Sai and Danny are established 
property developers with an inter-
esting background. For the past 
decade, they’ve been involved in 
various property developments 
in one way or another, involv-
ing sales, marketing, planning, 
construction and administration. 
They’ve both earned a reputation 
as “hands-on” operators, having 
contributed to the success of 
several projects around Phuket 
Island. We had the opportunity to 
meet them and ask them a few 
questions.

Tell us about yourselves.
Danny – I’m a Thai Belgian born in Bangkok 
and spent my childhood in France and Swit-
zerland. I came back to Thailand 10 years ago 
to seek new opportunities and enjoy the bet-
ter quality of life that Asia has to offer. I was 
given the chance to work in a successful real 
estate agency selling property in various are-
as around Thailand.

Sai – I’m a Bangkok City woman. After gradua-
tion, I joined a marketing firm promoting hol-
iday destinations. This led me to travel around 
by myself, and I ended up in Europe for a few 
inspiring years. In 2007, I came back to Thai-
land and based myself in Phuket.

What happened then?
Throughout our years in the field, we’ve had 
the opportunity to invest in property and 
generate good capital gains and rental re- 

THE PEAK RESIDENCE
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man Sea to the West and lush tropical moun-
tains to the East, a cooling breeze on your skin 
and fresh air to breathe are part of the Dia-
mond experience.

Time spent at Diamond Condominium will 
provide you with all the conveniences that 
make for a perfect holiday. At Diamond you 
are ideally located between Laguna and Surin 
Beaches and are surrounded by restaurants, 
shopping centers, luxury spas and massage 
facilities and perhaps most importantly, you 
are just minutes from some of the regions 
finest beaches. Our shuttle bus is available to 
take you to unspoilt Bangtao Beach for a fun 
day out with your family or a refreshing swim 
in the dreamy turquoise waters of the Anda-
man Sea. For those who prefer a little exercise, 
the sea and a whole host of other activities are 
a short stroll away.

In addition, the project is under construc-
tion with all required approvals, such as 
Government EIA (Environmental Impact As-
sessment), so you can be assured our envi-
ronmental management practices are to the 
highest standards and all within a secure, gat-
ed community.

Good things come and go and you should 
take advantage when the opportunity arises. 
Buying an apartment at Diamond Condo-
minium is such an opportunity - the ultimate 
coastal lifestyle is waiting for you.

diamondcondominium.com

with unerring determination, states: “We 
want to build something that people want to 
buy; something that has good quality, is great 
value and in a prime location for a correct and 
affordable price”.

And indeed he stays true to what he believes 
and is committed to delivering his promises! 
Diamond Condominium enjoys breathtaking 
panoramic views of this tropical paradise and 
condominium come at surprisingly afforda-
ble prices. Rating from 3.4 to 27 Million Baht, 
there is a selection of well-designed and prac-
tical 1 to 4 bedroom floor plans to choose 
from. Simply put, it’s not only an amazingly 
affordable dream but a dream come true.

Whether you want an invigorating swim or a 
relaxing time with family and friends, at the 
heart of our project is a Olympic Size Swim-
ming pool set within 2,000 sqm of park-like 
tropical landscaping. With a total land size of 
approximately 8,480 sqm, the 295 units will 
be professionally managed by Jones Lang La-
Salle. Diamond Condominium we offer inves-
tors a 7% guaranteed return on investment 
for 5 years.

Words and expressions come and go and 
eventually lose their essence. Nevertheless, 
“Location, Location, Location” still holds true 
today and should never be ignored when in-
vesting in real estate. The site for this premi-
um community has been carefully selected, 
and enjoys a prime location between Laguna 
and Surin Beaches, one of the most sought-af-
ter areas on this island paradise. Set amidst a 
spectacular tropical landscape with the Anda-

Diamond Condominium is an exclu-
sive condominium complex situ-
ated alongside Phuket’s renowned 
west coast beach, Bangtao. The 
development comprises 295 classi-
cally designed condominiums fea-
turing 1-4 bedrooms with complete 
living spaces to include gourmet 
diner kitchens, luxurious bathroom 
suites and spacious private terrac-
es overlooking the resort-like 2000 
sqm. of tropical landscaping and 
aquatic zone.

Providing a unique opportunity for freehold 
ownership along the Andaman coast, Dia-
mond Condominium is brought to you by a 
highly experienced development team. Own-
ers and guests will benefit from the globally 
recognized property management service of 
Jones Lang LaSalle.

To receive your Diamond Condominium prop-
erty investment portfolio please contact our 
sales office.

For thousands of years, the diamond has 
reigned supreme among the gems of this 
planet. It is timeless and truly the ultimate 
symbol for sophistication and refinement.

That’s why we have named our premium res-
idential development “Diamond Condomini-
um”. We firmly believe that our project offers 
you the highest quality, yet a surprisingly af-
fordable price!

A quality community is hard to find, and is of-
ten unattainable for most people because it 
is priced beyond their means. This is not the 
case, however, at Diamond Condominium. 
Project Manager and Developer Jo D’Hondt, 

A SOPHISTICATED COMBINATION OF STYLE, 
LUXURY AND COMFORT
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minium juristic person with the land office 
and related actions. Prompun can provide ef-
ficiency legal advices to the clients especially 
the condominium developer how to develop 
the condominium project from starting the 
project until completion and also represent 
for the joint owners of condominium units 
to protect their interests as well. He also can 
provide as a legal consultant to operate the 
condominium management. He speaks Thai 
and English.

Mr. Nirut Chadchawan
Obtained his Bachelor of Law Degree from 
Dhurakit Pundit University in Bangkok, Thai-
land. Nirut is a member of the Lawyer Council 
of Thailand and admitted to the Thai Bar of 
Thailand. His main area of expertise is litiga-
tion in all areas of litigations.

Phairoh & Associates Co., Ltd. 
Tel/Fax: +66 76 324 035, +66 81 731 9235 
Email: prompun@phairoh.co.th 
Website: www.phairoh.co.th

tion of propertyacquisitions and transfers in 
cooperation with relevant government of-
fices. Previously lead Thai counsel for Tilleke 
and Gibbins International Phuket and Orient 
Law Associates in Phuket, Walailak also assists 
clients with corporate legal matters, including 
company incorporations, corporate govern-
ance, and corporate restructuring. Inaddition, 
she is certified to undertake estate matters 
and has been appointed as an estate admin-
istrator by the court of Phuket to manage and 
dispense estate assets on behalf of overseas 
heirs. She speaks Thai and English.

Mr. Prompun Punpuing
Obtained his Bachelor of Law Degree from 
Assumption University in Bangkok, Thailand. 
Prompun has over 8 years of experience in 
real estate transactions. He has particular 
expertise in condominium transactions. He 
deals with condominium legal matters for 
many projects including setting up the ordi-
nary meeting of joint owners of condomini-
um, registering any amendment of condo-

Phairoh & Associates is Phuket’s leading law 
firm with a team of experienced and pro-
fessional lawyers. We offer full service law 
practices including real estate transactions, 
corporate services, litigations, visas and work 
permits as well as notarial services to both 
Thai and foreign clients. We are confident that 
we can deliver highly satisfactory services and 
fulfil our clients’ expectations.

Ms. Walailak Phairoh
Obtained her Bachelor of Law Degree from 
Thammasat University in Bangkok, Thailand. 
Walailak is a member of the Lawyer Council 
of Thailand and admitted to the Thai Bar of 
Thailand. She is also a Notarial Services At-
torney qualified to certify contracts, deeds or 
other documents.   Walailak has over 15 years 
of experience in real estate transactions and 
corporate services. Walailak represents corpo-
rate and individual investors in, primarily, the 
tourism and propertysectors. She regularly 
oversees due diligence investigations relating 
to land and property, as well as the registra-

PHAIROH & ASSOCIATES

We provide personalized and cost-effective legal and consulting ser-
vices and solutions with particular expertise in:

REAL ESTATE & CONSTRUCTION

• Conduct due diligence title investigation, including examination 
of the background history of the land ownership, land office re-
cords, zoning, environmental, and planning regulation governing 
the subject property and an on-site assessment of access and cur-
rent status.

• Draft and review the contracts (property sale & purchase, con-
struction, long lease term and etc).

• Give the consult to the client any transaction and property devel-
opment of any project.

• Apply for any related permits (construction permit, hotel license 
and etc).

• Registration of any type of property transaction at the land office 
or related government office.

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL

• Set up the Thai company.
• Manage and arrange the structure of Thai company in a good way 

according to Thai law.

• Give the consult to the client how to operate any type of business 
in Thailand and apply for any related permit or license under the 
requirement of Thai law.

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

• Draft and review the contracts on term satisfactory to the clients 
and proceed as required by the law.

LITIGATION

• Represent the clients to litigate with the counter party for every 
case.

VISAS AND WORK PERMITS

• Apply for any type of visas in Thailand.
• Apply for any type of work permits in Thailand.

OTHERS

• Will, international driving license, registration of marriage, notar-
ial services, labour employment, family issue, property manage-
ment and etc.

Phairoh & Associates
076 324 035, 081 731 9235   |   prompun@phairoh.co.th   |   www.phairoh.co.th

43 Baandon-Cherngtalay road, Cherngtalay Sub-District, Thalang District, Phuket Province 83110

Phairoh & Associates
Solicitors and Litigators
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mindset, and bringing the experience to the ta-
ble to answer questions before they arise. 

If you wish to join the flourishing environment 
of Phuket, whether for lifestyle, investment, or 
work, you can trust in the expertise of Niche 
Real Estate, where our dedicated team will 
help you find your own truly special place.

Daojai Tanommuang 
Managing Director  
Niche Real Estate 
Mobile:+66 (0) 81 895 9218 
dao@niche-realestate.com 
www.niche-realestate.com
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There is more to finding a special 
place than just sourcing a luxurious 
property.

With the real estate market narrowing in the 
most desirable regions or developing rapidly 
as in the case of Phuket, finding the perfect 
place is even a challenge for those whose re-
sources are of less concerns. 

On the one hand, the definition of “luxury” 
varies by market, as does “exclusivity”, while 
on the other, a property is a special place only 
if it does more than merely provide high-end 
facilities.

It’s as much about the range of general servic-
es as it is about tapping into the full potential 
of the environment as well as comfortably 
expressing one’s own personality whilst be-
ing surrounded by the right community – or 
privately distancing from it for that matter. To 
each their own.

Although market reports can provide a quick 
insight into the region, infrastructure, view, 
and perhaps even the tax base, luxury homes 
by their very nature tend to be scarce, unique 
and special and thus don’t fit the typical price 
per square meter category. Features men-
tioned on paper outline what’s included yet 
offer limited insight into the aesthetics and 
“emotional vibe” or “flow” that differentiates a 
house from a home.

For high-end buyers, it’s more important to 
find the right channel and advice through 
competent, locally connected and like-mind-
ed support. People that have an eye for ex-
clusive and often hidden gems. That is, a first 
class agent.

NICHE REAL ESTATE

During the selection process, an agent should 
essentially provide specific and detailed 
knowledge of a property’s attributes, such as 
its construction features and finishes, as well 
as hospitality services and other finer aspects.

Following such considerations, one’s own 
aptness may decide whether the agent is able 
to find a perfect fit for very specific lifestyle 
needs, or help to envision the real potential of 
a place and facilitate the transition.

It proves especially valuable if such an agent also 
has the appropriate contacts, experience, and 
insider knowledge, anticipate needs by sharing a 

Villa Amarapura

MontAzure MontAzure

Villa Padma

Villa Aye
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Based in Asia, A2Zen Consulting strives to 
create a perfect fusion between the modern 
lines of Italian design and traditional Asian 
lifestyle requirements, maintaining a contem-
porary style while creating a unique synergy 
of inner and outer space in each environment.

A2Zen Consulting proudly houses a team of 
professionals, each specializing in a particular 
segment of the interior design world — from 
space planning to furniture layout and sourc-
ing, as well as selecting the most appropriate 
materials and accessories. Their strength lies 
in the characteristic attention to detail — the 
trademark of Italian fashion and design.

A2Zen Consulting have been winners of The 
International Design Awards for two years in a 
row: 2015 and 2016.

www.a2zen.net

A2Zen Consulting bases its interior 
design vision on innovation. It’s 
highly qualified team of Italian 
interior designers and architects 
are constantly riding the wave of 
novelty and originality to ensure 
that the personality of every 
exclusive project comes to life.

Massimo Paradisi and Rovena Giorgi founded 
A2Zen Consulting in 2006 combining Massi-
mo’s 15 years’ experience in his Italian based 
studio at his family’s high-end furniture retail 
business, and Rovena’s career in asset portfo-
lio management for high-profile clients.

Rovena was educated in international schools 
around the world and returned to her native 
Italy to complete her studies at the Universi-
ty of Urbino. Massimo has a technical back-
ground forged at the Callegari Institute of 
Interior Design.

Massimo’s Italian flair and Rovena’s interna-
tional and multilingual background provided 
the perfect combination with which to ap-
proach the global market.

A2ZEN - INTERNATIONAL AWARD WINNING 
INTERIOR DESIGN FIRM IN PHUKET

Over the years, the team became populated 
with young architects from different parts of 
Europe, and together, they have created a dis-
tinct and unique luxury residential brand.

A great part of the work at A2Zen Consulting 
follows the latest design trends by constant-
ly updating — attending seminars and trade 
fairs as well as continuously researching new 
products to ensure successful outcomes for 
each and every project.

Serviced Apartment @ Vienna

“A2Zen delivers Turn-Key 
Projects worldwide”

LAW BUYING A THB 10M CONDO IN THAILAND? 

Good news, you get to stay in it –
Thailand’s New Long-Term 
Investment Visa

Prior to the summer of 2014, many foreigners 
in Thailand who did not qualify for a long-
term visa would achieve the same by enter-
ing, exiting, and re-entering Thailand on a 
short-term tourist visa. Thailand’s 2014 post-
coup military government enacted regula-
tions that ended this practice.

However, the good news is that there are oth-
er options, one of which is the “Investment 
Visa“. The Investment Visa provides a way for 
eligible foreigners to stay in Thailand with-
out the need to leave on a regular basis and 
stay in Thailand on a long-term basis. This 
option might also provide an alternative that 
does not involve the annual proof of funds 
required to renew a “retirement visa” for re-
tirees over the age of 50 who meet the other 
requirements for that visa.

The relevant regulations for obtaining an In-
vestment Visa under Thailand’s Immigration 
Act are: 

1. Royal Thai Police Bureau Order No. 
327/2557 Regarding Criteria and Con-
ditions for  Consideration of Alien’s Ap-
plication for Temporary Stay in Thailand, 
dated 30 June 2014, effective 29 August 
2014 (the “Police Order“); and

2. Immigration Bureau Order No. 138/2557, 
dated 7 July 2014, effective 29 August 
2014, issued under the Police Order.

Pursuant to the Police Order, a foreigner is eli-
gible for a renewable Investment Visa if such a 
foreigner has invested in Thailand and:

1) holds a non-immigrant visa (in other words, 
not a tourist visa); and

2) has evidence of transferring at least ten mil-
lion Thai Baht into Thailand; and

3(a) has evidence — obtained from a relevant 
authority — showing investment in a legally 
defined condominium unit (either freehold 
or a 3-year or more leasehold) at a purchase 
price or a rent of at least ten million Thai 
Baht; or

3(b) has at least ten million Thai Baht in a fixed 
deposit account at a Thai bank whose share 
capital is majority Thai owned; or

3(c)  has purchased and owns Thai govern-
ment or Thai state enterprise bonds worth at 
least ten million Thai Baht.

Interestingly the different investment options 
outlined above can be combined. 

Therefore it is, for example, possible to qualify 
for the Investment Visa by purchasing a con-
dominium unit for less than ten million Thai 

Baht and in addition deposit the balance of 
ten million Thai Baht to a fixed deposit ac-
count at a qualified Thai bank. The main cri-
terion to be eligible for an Investment Visa is 
that the total combined investment is at least 
ten million Thai Baht.

Once all the eligibility criteria for the Invest-
ment Visa are satisfied, it can be renewed an-
nually as long as a qualifying ten million Thai 
Baht investment is maintained.

Another significant benefit of the Invest-
ment Visa to note is that it provides not only 
investing party’s long-term stay in Thailand 
but also for family members of the investor 
such as parents, spouse, child(ren), adopted 
child(ren), spouse’s child(ren). 

Such family members of the Investment Visa 
holder must:

1) be granted a Non-Immigrant visa;

2) have proof of the family relationship;

3)  in case of a spouse, the spouses must be 
both legally married and co-habitating; and

4)  in case of a child, an adopted child, or a 
spouse’s child, he or she must not be married, 
must live with the Investment Visa holder as 
family, and must not be older than 20 years 
of age unless he or she is ill or disabled and 
cannot live without the support of a father or 
mother.

With regard to limitations, it should be not-
ed that an Investment Visa does not relive its 
holder, nor family member visa holder, of the 
same 90-day reporting rule applicable most 
other long-term Thai visa holders. And the In-
vestment Visa does not entitle the holder, or 
his or her family member, to work in Thailand. 
In order to work in Thailand, it is required for 
the foreigner to obtain a work permit  in ad-
dition to the visa. It should be noted that the 
definition of “working” is very broad. It is de-
fined as “engaging in work by exerting energy 
or using knowledge whether or not in consid-
eration of wages or other benefit”.

DUENSING KIPPEN is an international law firm 
specializing in business transaction and dispute 
resolution matters, with offices in Bangkok and 
Phuket, Thailand and affiliated offices in 45 other 
countries. Visit them at: duensingkippen.com
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Kata Rocks @ Phuket

PROJECT: Seafront penthouse in the Kata Rocks development — A2Zen won the 106th International Design Awards 
with this project. The brief was to design an open plan living area for entertaining and indoor/outdoor living flow, 
with the client’s favorite colors of green and yellow, being incorporated in a masculine pad.

The key aspect of the project was the large sea-view terrace and spacious entertainment area. It was fun to use bright 
colors and give great attention to detail. We enjoyed the modern design mixed with quirky decorative elements, 
carefully positioned to animate the soul of the apartment.

“Each project is Tailor-made to suit our client’s taste and lifestyle”
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Tour Odeon 21 @ Monte Carlo

Project: A luxury yet contemporary space in an innovative architectural masterpiece — revolutionary for Monte Carlo. The brief was to design a 
contemporary space which felt luxurious without being opulent. The idea was to play with technology and produce a highly automated proper-
ty. We were asked to maintain light colors and add a touch of blue where possible.

We were proud to deliver a living space with amazing 360-degree views. From the digital aquarium to the backlit niches, sea view, and mirrors on 
the back wall which reflect the panorama into the room… This for us was the greatest achievement.

It was a challenge to use restricted spaces and make them feel spacious. We strove to ensure a sense of luxury through the selection of materials, 
yet keeping it airy. We worked on ambiance and technology. The digital aquarium, starry sky and the backlit niches are all prima donnas in this 
play of beauty. We kept all colors neutral so we could accent all areas with blue —the client’s preferred color. This worked perfectly well with the 
sea view which dominates every room.



Spectacular Sea View
25 luxury apartments, full sea view, private pool (except studio), 500m from Surin Beach

Sense of Space
Only 3 buildings and 1 or 2 units per floor

Sky Villa, Penthouses & Apartments
Studio to 4 bedrooms

Freehold and Leasehold / Condo ‘A’ delivery December 2017 / Condo ‘B’ & ‘C’ delivery December 2018

www.andamaya.com / email: info@andamaya.com          tel: +66 (0)84 850 5829 / +66 (0)84 848 5273
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A FULL SEAVIEW ON SURIN BEACH 
WITH ANDAMAYA

A huge common swimming pool and two 
fitness rooms with top quality professional 
equipment complete the project.

For an investor, this project offers a guaran-
teed R.O.I., since all high-end villas and lux-
ury apartments in the area are usually fully 
booked for the peak season — sometimes 
even a year in advance. The rental rates in 
Surin are normally higher than for the rest of 
the island.

As the project is in the early stages of con-
struction (in fact, the access road and all the 
underground water and electrical supply 
systems are already complete), investors can 
customize their apartments in terms of lay-
out and amenities. An interior designer can 
provide assistance for the choice of furniture 
and decoration.

andamaya.com

With over 30 million visitors ex-
pected in 2017, Thailand is likely 
to remain a very attractive prop-
osition for real estate investors. 
About eight million of these visitors 
will head for the famous island of 
Phuket, which offers some of the 
best beaches in Asia as well as an 
enviable lifestyle. The west coast of 
the island boasts the most amazing 
sunsets and Surin Beach is one of 
the best places to experience them, 
with its ideal location in the center, 
and only a 20-minute drive from 
Phuket International Airport and the 
famous Patong nightlife.

In Surin, one can find every aspect of a re-
laxed tropical lifestyle with top rated resorts 
like Amanpuri and Twin Palms, a great selec-
tion of restaurants for fine dining as well as 
cozy bars, fashion boutiques, and of course 
the beautiful turquoise sea.

Over the past 10 years, the hills of Surin have 
been very popular among up-market resort 
developers like Baan Thai Surin Hill, Ayara 
Hilltops, Surin Heights, The Surin, Vertigo, 
Baan Thai Surin Hill, etc. The only five rai of 
land left with full sea views has been taken 
by the ANDAMAYA project.

Andamaya is a project carried out by 2 well- 
established companies in Thailand, with 
several successful condo and villa develop-
ments such as Asia Baan Villas, Surin Sabai 
Condo, Cherng Lay Condo and Villas, and 
Siamaya Holiday Resort.

The project consists of three condominiums 
with seven luxury apartments in each. With 
the exception of studios, all apartments have 
a private swimming pool and full sea views. 
The project is located on the hillside just 500 
meters from the sea, surrounded by luxury 
villa resorts. A private access road with 24-
hour security offers peace of mind to future 
owners. The buildings are integrated into the 
surrounding nature, and their very low visual 
impact reinforces the feeling of calmness.

The three buildings have only five floors and 
there are no more than two apartments per 
floor.

There is also a sky villa with 600 square me-
ters of space, two penthouse apartments 
measuring 300 square meters each, and from 
4 to 1 bedroom  apartments ranging from 50 
to 400 square meters. Each apartment has a 
storage room as well as a covered parking 
place. In addition, at the rear of each build-
ing, there is a guest studio and maid’s room 
exclusively for the use of the owners.
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ON DEMAND VS. IN STOCK
“You can have any color car you want as long 
as it’s black.”

Henry Ford made cars in black because black 
paint dried four hours faster than any oth-
er color. That fast drying meant that the line 
worked faster, which made them cheaper. 
Just as important, he didn’t have stockouts--
with only one color, the color you wanted was 
the color he had.

Ever since then, there’s been a move to 
on-demand, built to order and custom work. 
In everything we do. Freelance work, shoes, 
baked goods, kitchen cabinets, software, trav-
el plans. And it seems like a cost-free progres-
sion. The thing is, it’s not.

Most of the cost of everything we buy is in the 
risk, the starting, the stopping, the waste, the 
breakage, the planning.

A pair of mass produced shoes can be made 
for $3. A pair of custom shoes might cost $200 
once you count all the associated costs.

McDonald’s hit a peak moment of productivi-
ty by getting to a mythical scale, with a limited 
menu and little in they way of customization. 
They could deliver a burger for a fraction of 
what it might take a diner to do it on demand.

McDonald’s now challenges the idea that cus-
tom has to cost more, because they’ve invest-
ed in mass customization.

Things that are made on demand by algo-
rithmic systems and robots cost more to set 
up, but once they do, the magic is that the 
incremental cost of one more unit is really 
low. If you’re organized to be in the mass cus-
tomization business, then the wind of custom 
everything is at your back.

The future clearly belongs to these mass cus-
tomization opportunities, situations where 
there is little cost associated with stop and 
start, little risk of not meeting expectations, 
where a robot and software are happily shift-
ing gears all day long.

But if you’re not set up for this, if you’re hus-
tling your coders or your production line or 
your painters or whomever to go faster and 
cheaper, you’re fighting the wrong side of 
the productivity curve. It’s like the diner that 
sought to be a friendly, custom-order place 
but also promised to be as cheap or as profit-
able as a fast food place.

These traditional businesses, the small ones, 
the non-automated ones, can sell custom, 
sure, but not at the price they used to sell 
the thing they make in bulk. And too often, 
organizations undercharge for the custom 
work and find themselves trapped between 
the productivity of doing things in batches 
and the challenge of delighting each custom-
er, who carries his or her own dreams of what 
perfect looks like.

ALL WE HAVE IS EACH OTHER
And that’s enough. It has to be.

It’s all we’ve ever had.

The challenge is in realizing this and working 
with it, even when we’re secretly hoping for 
something more, some external force.

You and me, kid, you and me and a few billion 
other folks.

We can treat each other as if it matters, be-
cause it does.

THE YEASAYER
Opposite of the naysayer, of course.

This is the person who will find ten reasons 
why you should try something.

The one who will embrace the possibility of 
better.

The colleague to turn to when a reality check 
is necessary, because the reality is, it might 
work.

Are you up for it?

THE POWERFUL SEDUCTION OF 
‘POWERLESS’
Where do conspiracy theories come from?

More than 10% of the population still believes 
that the moon landings were faked. (Even 
though we can see the landing modules with 
a telescope).

People make up inane theories about various 
cabals that are secretly controlling this or that.

In fact, the more information and leverage 
we each have, the more inclined the culture 
seems to embrace stories of puppetry, con-
spiracy and control.

Because it lets us off the hook.

How can you possibly be responsible if there 
are powerful shady forces working behind 
the scenes? If you’re powerless, it also means 
you’re not at fault if things don’t get better.

[Of course, the world isn’t fair, and there are 
people, powerful people, working against 
you. The best systems open doors, not close 
them. The best systems work for us, not 
against us. But that doesn’t mean we’re pow-
erless, it only means that we have to work 
ever harder. Harder on the system and harder 
around it.]

She’s been quoted a million times, but people 
don’t really listen to the essence of Marianne 
Williamson’s quote: “Our deepest fear is that 
we are powerful beyond measure.”

If we’re actually powerful, if our voice, our ef-
fort and our contribution matter, it’s time to 
get to work.

This is enervating. It would be so much more 
comforting if it were up to someone else. 
Whatever system we are living in or with, it 
would be nice if it were responsible for what 
happens next.

On the other hand, knowing that we can con-
nect, publish, inspire, lead, build, describe, 
invent, encourage and (especially) teach, 
means that there’s no one better than us and 
no time like right now.

And if it helps, go find, organize and connect 
with others who feel as committed as you do.

Of course it’s frightening. But it’s important 
and it’s our turn.

IS IT POSSIBLE THERE WAS A MISUNDER-
STANDING?
Is it possible that you misunderstood them, or 
they misunderstood you?

With your client, employee, vendor, partner, 
or that random passerby?

The thing that just happened, it sounds ter-
rible, and if they did it on purpose, the way it 
sure seems to you and to me, that would be 
horrible.

But before we burn down bridges and ruin 
everyone’s day, just a quick moment to won-
der, “what if there was something misunder-
stood?”

It’s a lot easier to ask than it is to go to all the 
trouble of breaking things.

THE MAGIC WAND STORE IS CLOSED
It’s fun to imagine what we’d do if we had a 
magic wand, something that with a wave, 
could produce us the introduction, the 
funding, the open door, the technology, the 
breakthrough, the insight, the inspiration, the 
shortcut...

They stopped making magic wands several 
millennia ago.

Now that you know that there are no magic 
wands, a better question is probably:

What do you care enough about that you’re 
prepared to expose yourself to fear, risk and 
hard work to get?

sethgodin.com
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ZOE YOUNG EXHIBITIONS
2016 (upcoming) Salt Life Mom Tris Villa Royale Phuket Thailand
2016 Dadadataism Saint Cloche Gallery Paddington
2015 Home The Art Society, Southern Highlands, NSW
2014 Geelong Grammar Alumni Exhibition Celebrating 100 Years 
of Creativity
(Hung alongside Grandfather A.E Young)
2014 Ladies The Paint The Art Society, Southern Highlands, NSW
2014 Gold Graduates of the National Art School Exhibition, Studio 
W. Woolloomooloo, NSW
2014 Burrawang Designer and Artists Festival (Invited Artist)
2014 Celebrity Portrait Reveal (Invited Artist)
2012 National Art School Graduate Show, Sydney, NSW

ZOE YOUNG AWARDS
2016 John Copes Portrait Prize Highly Commmended
2016 Frensham Foundation Art Award (Finalist/Winner)
2016 Burrawang Emerging Talent Scholarship (Winner)
2016 Archibald Prize (Finalist)
2016 John Copes Portrait Prize (Highly Commended)
2015 Cooks Gallery Emerging Art Prize, Newcastle (Finalist)
2015 Wingcarribee Art Prize, Southern Highlands (Highly Com-
mended)
2014 Meroogal Women’s Art Prize (Highly Commended)
2014 Archibald Prize, Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney (Finalist)
2014 Yen Magazine Female Artist of the Year (Highly Commended)
2013 John Copes Prize for Portraiture (Finalist)
2013 John Briscoe Memorial Art Prize (Highly Commended)
2013 Snowy Mountains Art Prize, Jindabyne Memorial Hall (Win-
ner)

ZOE YOUNG RESIDENCIES
2016 (upcoming) MomTri’s Villa Royale Phuket Thailand
2015 Artist in Residence, Winifred West Schools, Sturt/Frensham, 
NSW(current)
2013 Artist in Residence, Crackenback Farm, Crackenback, NSW
2012 Artist in Residence, Arthaus, Thredbo Village, NSW

Zoe Young (b.1978) is a rising 
talent within the Sydney art scene. 
Zoe graduated from the National 
Art School (Sydney). She is cur-
rently based in Bowral (Southern 
Highlands, NSW) with her husband 
and two young children. 

Zoe’s paintings are marked by her eclectic use 
of colour and sharp eye for unique landscape 
and still-life compositions. Zoe’s childhood 
included ‘growing up in Bowral in spring, 
Thredbo in winter and at the beach in Sydney 
in summer.’ Although having attended the 
National Art School, she is self-taught in the 
areas of illustrating, photography, sewing and 
her passion – painting. Through her use of 
pastel tones and dramatic shadow, her still life 
compositions reflect an emotive response to 
the environment in which she practices. Zoe 
adapts her eccentric colour palate as a tool to 
evoke the characteristics of her subject mat-
ter – as displayed in her wonderful Archibald 
Finalist Portrait (2014) of Torah Bright.

Zoe’s work is a truly authentic representation 
of the Australian aesthetic, within her paint-
ings you will find subtle nod to her Austral-
ian heritage through understated motifs. As 
a modern reinterpretation of the traditional 
still life, her subject matter reveals moments 
of simple pleasures – inspired through her 
experience of motherhood and living in the 
Southern Highlands. 

Zoe’s perspective on her art making process – 
“It’s like a muscle, you have to keep your hand 
and eye co-ordination fit. There are tips and 
tricks to make it easier, but you know when 
you’re hitting it and when you’re not.’

Zoe is a seasoned finalist in the Archibald 
Portraiture Prize, selected in 2014 with her 
portrait of Olympic Snowboarder Torah Bright 
and again in 2016 with her portrait of Indige-
nous Australian model Sam Harris. Within her 
portraiture and still life works, Zoe has truly 
excelled and established herself as one of the 
forefront painters within a new generation of
Australian artists. As one of Australia’s rising 
talents, Zoe received the 2013 John Briscoe 
Memorial Prize judged by Lucy Culliton and 
runner up of the 2014 Yen Young Female Art-
ist of the Year Award with her portrait of Win-
ter Olympian Frank Prihoda.

In one of Zoe’s landmark exhibitions, ‘Home’ 
(2015) at The Art Society, Southern Highlands 
Zoe’s body of work reflected her childhood of 
seasonal changes – Bowral in spring, Thredbo 
in winter and summer in Sydney. In the last 
stages of pregnancy at the time of this exhi-
bition, Zoe’s art making methods had ‘turned 
her eye to the more natural and slower things 
in life.’ Most recently, Zoe has been exploring 
landscape and still-life inspired by her sur-
roundings in the Southern Highlands.

ART ZOE YOUNG 

Amidst the coconut palms and gen-
tly rolling slopes, The Surin Phuket 
elegantly punctuates the tropical 
landscape along the island’s tran-
quil white sandy Pansea Beach on 
the west coast of Phuket Island.

The 103 cottages and suites dotted along 
the beachfront and forested hillside have 
been designed with understated elegance, 
featuring a range of personal amenities and 
thoughtful touches. Spacious interiors allow 
for comfort, whether sleeping, lounging or 
being pampered. Relax on the outdoor ter-
race and soak in the sights and sounds of 
nature. As a member of Design Hotels™, The 
Surin Phuket offers a contemporary Thai ex-
perience set in a truly remarkable location 
— the ultimate in Southeast Asian seaside 
serenity.

The peaceful setting of The Surin Spa was 
created with thoughtful intention, in harmo-
ny with the natural surroundings where each 
spa cottage with double treatment beds 
is nestled around huge granite boulders 
and lush jungle foliage. Your rejuvenation 
journey begins with an escorted trip to our 
hillside spa hideaway, a heaven of calm and 
serenity where everyday stresses are left be-
hind. Graceful therapists offer personal con-
sultation services and a wonderful range of 
holistic spa treatments that has been crafted 
for all needs. Yoga and meditation classes 
held on the beach are available on request 
for those seeking to restore balance to both 
body and mind.

www.thesurinphuket.com 
Facebook.com/page.thesurinphuket

THE SURIN PHUKET
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WATCHES REBIRTH OF A BRAND: GRAHAM 
CHRONOFIGHTER CHRONO 2001 – LIMITED EDITION

George Graham (1673–1751), an 
English clockmaker, inventor, and 
geophysicist, and a Fellow of the 
Royal Society was born in Cumber-
land, England.  

After the death of his father in 1688, George 
Graham moved to London and became an 
apprentice to the clockmaker, Henry Aske. 
In 1695, he successfully completed his ap-
prenticeship and was made a Freeman of the 
Clockmakers’ Company. The following year, 
Thomas Tompion, the famous watch and 
clockmaker, invited Graham to join him at his 
Fleet Street premises. Not only did Tompion 
become his mentor, but Graham also later 
married his niece, Elizabeth Tompion.  Their 
connection was so tightly knit, that when Gra-
ham died, he was buried in the same tomb at 
Westminster Abbey as his friend and mentor.

In 1995, a Swiss national, Eric Loth, born and 
raised in the Swiss watch town of La Chaux-
de-Fonds, already working in the watch 
industry, and a self-confessed Anglophile, 
teamed up with Pierre-Andre Finazzi, who 
is also Swiss, and founded British Masters in 
1995, after purchasing the rights to use the 
names of several of Britain’s most acclaimed, 
though obscure, master watchmakers. 

In his magnificent book on watch history, 
“Revolution in Time”, referring to Graham, 
Harvard historian David Landes asks: “Who, 
more than anyone else, was responsible for Brit-
ain’s horological preeminence in the first half of 
the eighteenth century?”

Loth’s obsession with the Royal Air Force 
(RAF) in the World War II era, and deep love of 
English horology led to the development of 
the Graham Chronofighter, and a re-launch of 
the Graham brand in 2001.

The unique Chronofighter mechanism was 
inspired by the WWII British RAF pilots flying 
Lancaster bombers. They were wearing thick 
fur coats and needed watches with large 
crowns and pushers, allowing them to meas-
ure time at high altitudes, without having to 
take their gloves off! At the time, they would 
wear large pocket watches, strapped over 
their thick bomber jackets. These were quite 
effective, and given their size, they almost felt 
like an extension of the cockpit instrument 
panel.   

Loth, a well-educated engineer and physi-
cist, noted that pilots used thumb-actuated 
triggers to deploy their bombs. After some 
research and consultation with medical pro-
fessionals, he concluded that the fastest act-
ing finger is the thumb!  It was this simple 
conclusion that provided the inspiration for 
the Chronofighter’s signature left-side “lever”, 
a mechanism that allows the chronograph to 
be activated with great ease and minimum 
effort.  A push-button above the crown and 
lever is used to reset the chronograph.

This specific model, designed by Pierre-An-
dre Finazzi, is a limited edition and is the first 
generation design of the Chronofighter, and 
an absolute signature model for the entire 
Graham brand.  This specific model from my 
collection is numbered #0099.

Email: rk@rezak.com
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“Time is free, buT iT’s priceless. You can’T own 
iT, buT You can use iT. You can’T keep iT, 

buT You can spend iT. once You’ve losT iT, 
You can never geT iT back.”

~ Harvey MacKay
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STREET ART
BEFORE & AFTER
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Stephen’s story. These drawings testify to an 
assured draughtsmanship and an ability to 
convey complex perspective with consum-
mate ease. But more importantly, they reveal 
his mysterious creative ability to capture 
the sensibility of a building and that which 
determines its character and its voice. It is 
this genius which sets him apart and confers 
upon him the status of artist. His third book, 
Floating Cities (1991), contains the elaborate 
drawings he made on the tour. 

In 1992 Stephen accepted the invitation of a 
Tokyo-based television company to tour Ja-
pan and make drawings of various landmark 
structures, including the Tokyo metropolitan 
government building, in Shinjuku, and the 
Ginza shopping district. He then traveled 
to America once again, a trip that resulted 
in the book American Dream (1993), which 
featured cityscapes of Chicago, San Francis-
co, and New York, as well as the desert land-
scape of Arizona.

Meanwhile, Stephen’s artwork was being 
exhibited frequently in venues all over the 
world. 

In 2001 he appeared in another BBC doc-
umentary, Fragments of Genius, for which 
he was filmed flying over London aboard a 
helicopter and subsequently completing a 
detailed and perfectly scaled aerial illustra-
tion of a four-square-mile area within three 
hours; his drawing included 12 historic land-
marks and 200 other structures. 

In late 2003 the Orleans House Gallery in 
Twickenham, England, held the first major 
retrospective of Wiltshire’s works, spanning a 
period of 20 years; more than 40,000 visitors 
attended the exhibit, shattering the gallery’s 
attendance records. 

Stephen took on his largest project to date 
in May 2005, when he returned to Tokyo to 
make a panoramic drawing - the largest of 
his career - of the city. Two months later he 
drew a similarly detailed picture of Rome, in-
cluding the Vatican and St. Peter’s Cathedral, 
entirely from memory. 

In December, after a 20-minute helicopter 
ride, Stephen spent a week creating a 10-me-
ter-long drawing of Hong Kong’s Victoria 
Harbour and the surrounding urban scene. 
(He dedicated the work as a Christmas pres-

of Arts, referred to him as “possibly the best 
child artist in Britain.” 

Casson introduced Stephen to Margaret 
Hewson, a literary agent who helped Ste-
phen field incoming book deals and soon 
became a trusted mentor. She helped Ste-
phen publish his first book, Drawings (1987), 
a volume of his early sketches that featured 
a preface by Casson. Hewson, known for her 
careful stewardship of her clients’ financial 
interests, made sure a trust was established 
in Stephen’s name so that his fees and royal-
ties were used wisely. 

Hewson arranged Stephen’s first trip abroad, 
to New York City, where he sketched such 
legendary skyscrapers as the Empire State 
Building and the Chrysler Building, as part 
of a feature being prepared by the Lon-
don-based International Television News. 
While in New York Stephen met Oliver Sacks. 

Sacks was fascinated by the young artist, and 
the two struck up a long friendship; Sacks 
would ultimately write extensively about 
Stephen. The resulting illustrations from 
his visit - along with sketches of sites in the 
London Docklands, Paris, and Edinburgh - 
formed the basis for his second book, Cities 
(1989), which also included some drawings 
of purely imaginary metropolises.

At about this time Stephen embarked on a 
drawing tour of Venice, Amsterdam, Len-
ingrad, and Moscow, attracting crowds 
wherever he stopped to draw. He was ac-
companied part of the time by Sacks, who 
was conducting research for a new book on 

Stephen Wiltshire is an artist who 
draws and paints detailed city-
scapes. He has a particular talent 
for drawing lifelike, accurate rep-
resentations of cities, sometimes 
after having only observed them 
briefly. He was awarded an MBE for 
services to the art world in 2006. 
He studied Fine Art at City & Guilds 
Art College. His work is popular 
all over the world, and is held in a 
number of important collections. 

Stephen was born in London, United King-
dom to West Indian parents on 24th April, 
1974. As a child he was mute, and did not 
relate to other people. Aged three, he was 
diagnosed as autistic. He had no language 
and lived entirely in his own world. 

At the age of five, Stephen was sent to 
Queensmill School in London, where it was 
noticed that the only pastime he enjoyed 
was drawing. It soon became apparent he 
communicated with the world through the 
language of drawing; first animals, then Lon-
don buses, and finally buildings. These draw-
ings show a masterful perspective, a whimsi-
cal line, and reveal a natural innate artistry. 

The instructors at Queensmill School en-
couraged him to speak by temporarily tak-
ing away his art supplies so that he would be 
forced to ask for them. Stephen responded 
by making sounds and eventually uttered his 
first word - “paper.” He learned to speak fully 
at the age of nine. His early illustrations de-
picted animals and cars; he is still extreme-
ly interested in american cars and is said to 
have an encyclopedic knowledge of them. 
When he was about seven, Stephen became 
fascinated with sketching landmark London 
buildings. 

One of Stephen’s teachers took a particu-
lar interest in him, who later accompanied 
his young student on drawing excursions 
and entered his work in children’s art com-
petitions, many of which garnered Stephen 
awards. The local press became increasing-
ly suspicious as to how a young child could 
produce such masterful drawings. 

The media interest soon turned nationwide 
and the 7 year old Stephen Wiltshire made 
his first steps to launch his lifelong career. 
The same year he sold his first work and by 
the time he turned 8, he received his first 
commission from the British Prime Minister 
to create a drawing of Salisbury Cathedral. 

In February 1987 Stephen appeared in The 
Foolish Wise Ones. (The show also featured 
savants with musical and mathematical tal-
ents.) During his segment Hugh Casson, a 
former president of London’s Royal Academy 

STEPHEN WILTSHIRE MBE

ent to the city’s residents.) Later on he added 
Frankfurt, Madrid, Dubai, Jerusalem and Lon-
don to his collection. 

The following drawing in the series was of 
his spiritual home, New York where he em-
barked a five day marathon drawing on a 6 
metres canvas live on television. 

Further trips followed to Syndey, Shanghai, 
Brisbane, Singapore, Istanbul and Houston, 
TX later.

Contrary to the popular misconception that 
Stephen is only interested in capturing ar-
chitecture and classic american cars, he of-
ten draws portraits of celebrities and close 
friends in his private sketchbook. Stephen 
started creating caricatures of his teachers at 
primary school, and has since then produced 
many caricature ‘snap shots’ documenting 
amusing incidents encountered on his trips 
abroad as well. 

Stephen Wiltshire’s passion for buildings, 
citiscapes and skylines continuously inspires 
him to revisit his favourite cities as well as 
discover new destinations while travelling 
the world. In a recent interview in New York 
he revealed that the most intriguing quali-
ties of an exciting city must have ‘chaos and 
order at the same time, the avenues and 
squares, skyscrapers as well as traffic jams, 
the chaotic rush hour and people’. 

In January 2006 it was announced that Ste-
phen was being named by Queen Elizabeth 
II as a Member of the Order of the British 
Empire, in recognition of his services to the 
art world. “It’s an absolute honour,” his sister, 
Annette, told Geoffrey Wansell for the Lon-
don Daily Mail (January 3, 2006). “It brought 
tears to my Mum’s eyes and to mine, because 
we’ve all worked so hard for Stephen.” 

Later that year, with the encouragement of 
Annette and her husband, Zoltan, Stephen 
Wiltshire founded his own permanent art 
gallery in London’s Royal Opera Arcade, Lon-
don’s oldest shopping arcade.

Aerial view of the Nine Elms Development, London

Dubai Panorama

Singapore Panorama

In July 2014, Stephen was commissioned by 
Singapore PH to create a panoramic drawing 
of the city, which became part of the Nation-
al Collection of Singapore to celebrate the 
nation’s 50th birthday. 

150,000 visitors attend his exhibition in just 
5 days, setting an attendance record in the 
history of the country.

stephenwiltshire.co.uk



Tucked away at the fringe of the resort with a
prime beachfront location is the Beach Restaurant.
Enjoy a romantic dinner al fresco under the stars.

Open from 17:00 - 23:00 hrs.
www.thesurinphuket.com  076-316-400

AUTHENTIC THAI & SEAFOOD
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a good-natured family affair at Trisara — and 
another people-watching place where many 
of the island’s movers and shakers, or just the 
plain rich, often hang out.

One of Phuket’s most expensive and indeed 
expansive brunches on offer is at the former 
Indigo Pearl Resort, now mysteriously re-
branded as the Slate.

While sitting and enjoying the fabulous 
fare and modernist views amidst their cut-
ting-edge machine-techno design, you 
might say brunch is a “riveting experience”.

Whatever the pun, they offer an extrava-
ganza, including unlimited Champagne and 
wine with your meal; clearly designed for the 
true libertines who fancy pushing the Sun-
day good ship “Hedonism” way out to sea, 
while surrounded by supermodels and visit-
ing rock aristocrats.

On Phuket’s fabulous brunching scene, the 
bottom line is you pay your money and you 
take your choice.

From a standing start not many years ago, 
to today’s booming range of options, we 
can celebrate our good fortune in having so 
much choice in such wonderful and varied 
locations.

Let there be brunch!

by Baz Daniel

The Seafood and Jazz Sunday Brunch at the 
Banyan Tree Phuket is a sanctuary of refined 
relaxation for well-heeled sophisticates who 
appreciate the finer things in life served with 
old-world charm.

Location, Location, Location
Clearly, location is a great factor in winning 
the brunch wars on our tropical island, and 
the terrace of the uber-sophisticated Trisara 
Resort and Spa in Phuket’s northwest cer-
tainly gets a gong for superlative views.

The resort’s genial General Manager Antho-
ny Lark explains, “When we started to offer 
brunch in March 2011, we decided it should be 
all about quality, not quantity. We didn’t want 
to compete with the ‘all-you-can-drink cheap 
wine brunches’ and we knew that with a little 
live jazz and our intimate beachfront location, 
we had the perfect formula for a lazy Sunday 
gourmet experience.”

Trisara offers a palatial spread, showcasing 
international food married with local spe-
cialties, which can be enjoyed in air-condi-
tioned comfort, or al fresco on the terrace.

One of the most impressive food counters is 
the patisserie section, where a delicious vari-
ety of top-quality pastries complement each 
other. The fresh fish counter is also impres-
sive, along with the delicious and juicy cuts 
of roast beef next door.

Simply, choose a bottle of crisp, light rosé, 
take your time, make frequent trips to re-
plenish your plate and you’ve got a Sunday 
made in heaven.

The background music is live jazz, which 
gets livelier as the afternoon progresses. It’s 

so special. Located on the fabulous Bang 
Tao Beach, diners are surrounded by happy, 
buzzy people — all having fun and feeling as 
if this is the center of the universe — at least 
for Sunday afternoon.

Bikini-clad nymphets disport themselves 
poolside. Children scream as their faces and 
bodies are daubed in fluorescent paints, and 
the complimentary neck and shoulder mas-
sages help digest that last serving of choco-
late naughtiness.

It’s all about Targeting
While there are many commonalities between 
Phuket’s brunch offerings, such as a fabulous 
selection of cuisine, abundant libations and 
wonderful views, it is by no means a “one 
size fits all” market. This demarcation is clear-
ly shown by another of the Angsana Group’s 
brunch venues, the Banyan Tree Resort.

In contrast to the youthful hedonism of Xana 
Beach Club, here, a gathering of well-heeled, 
more mature brunchers can be found, all en-
joying their relaxed Sundays overlooking the 
peaceful greenery of the resort’s reclaimed 
tin mining lagoons.

The Seafood and Jazz Sunday Brunch is set in 
the Watercourt, an opulent glass-walled and 
open-sided restaurant overlooking a limpid 
lagoon. As its name suggests, the main food 
on offer comes from the sea, with both lo-
cal and imported fresh seafood the main at-
traction. Yet the options available make this 
high-end brunch a colossal combination of 
surf and turf. On different plates, the lobster 
and cold cuts, sushi and foie gras, Norwegian 
salmon, and Kobe Wagyu beef all vie for at-
tention, while a talented jazz trio plays classi-
cal and old-time favorites with panache.

But never an organization to sit on their lau-
rels, the Hilton is now relaunching the Sails 
Family Brunch in January 2017 with even 
more kid-friendly diversions such as fish 
feeding excursions to the carp-stocked pools 
within the Hilton’s magnificent grounds, a 
petting zoo, treasure hunts, and a bouncy 
castle, not to mention an even more exten-
sive selection of fabulous cuisine, including 
more live cooking stations and food stalls.

Truly Sails has captured the “kid-friendly” 
brunch position and provides an ideal place 
for parents to kick back and enjoy a long, lazy 
brunch of gastronomic indulgence, in the se-
cure knowledge that their little ones are be-
ing well looked after.

The March of the Beach Clubs
While Catch Beach Club was the first of this 
new genre of on-the-sands trendsetting 
spots to establish itself in 2006, the real 
boom in beach clubs sprang up from 2010 
onwards.

Subsequently, in a fascinating battle be-
tween trend-driven modernism and old 
fashioned chest thumping, Thailand’s most 
recent military coup in 2014 saw some 
heavy-handed censoring of beachside en-
joyment as if George Orwell’s Big Brother 
was somehow stumbling through the profit-
eroles of Phuket’s brunching scene!

Various beach clubs rapidly came and went, 
but one transcended all this hubris and es-
tablished itself as the ultimate by-the-sands 
brunch — the Angsana Resort’s Xana Beach 
Club.

Here, almost 200 happy guests regularly 
gather each Sunday to savor the most amaz-
ing spread of world-class cuisine, covering 
just about every type, geographical loca-
tion, and predilection your mind and stom-
ach could possibly desire. But it’s not just 
the terrific food and drink that makes Xana 

ternational tourism, as an added bonus, it pro-
vided the major players and their families with 
the opportunity to get together and enjoy each 
other’s company outside of the workplace.”

Pioneers in Paradise
As with so many things trendy and innova-
tive, one needs to look no further than the 
cool minimalism of the Twinpalms Phuket 
Resort on Surin Beach to understand the 
commercial growth of brunch. In the ear-
ly Noughties, the Oriental Spoon launched 
their own Sunday brunch — a welter of jet-
fresh cold water oysters, Alaskan crab claws 
and a cascading chocolate fountain.

Through some savvy marketing, brunch 
at Twinpalms rapidly became the island’s 
premier people-watching venue, as rum-
ors swirled around sightings of Mick, Paris 
and Kate Moss, and an apocryphal of Pete 
Doherty falling asleep face-down in a salad 
bowl. The island’s glitterati flocked to Twin-
palms to discover what this growing phe-
nomenon was all about.

The resort’s General Manager Olivier Gibaud 
says, “We were able to establish our Sunday 
brunch as THE place to see and be seen when 
visiting or living in Phuket. We saw this social-
ly-focused event as a fantastic opportunity for 
driving the appeal of our brand and were de-
termined to make it successful.”

Phuket’s Champagne and Chardonnay 
Wars Take Off
In Phuket, it seems that success always 
breeds “the sincerest form of flattery” and 
soon there was a clamor of venues fighting 
for the attention and patronage of the is-
land’s growing brunching fraternity, each 
one attempting to gain an advantage over 
its competitors.

While Twinpalms was undeniably cool, fami-
ly-friendliness soon became another key di-
mension of brunching.

“Sail’s” brunch at the Phuket Hilton Arcadia 
positioned itself as “the family-friendly” place 
to brunch, with a fabulous poolside venue, 
wandering clowns offering face-painting, 
balloon-twirling, and a jazz band blowing 
riffs. World-class cuisine complemented the 
relaxed family atmosphere, and unsurpris-
ingly, the brunch was a major success with 
local and visiting families.

Sunday lunch used to be the 
preserve of left-over pizza and 
stale beer. Now we’re luxuriating 
in a deluge of jet-fresh cold water 
oysters, mouthwatering sashimi, 
Prosecco and chocolate fountains. 
How did it all go so right?

Brunch upon a time… in the former lives of 
many now living in Phuket, Sunday mornings 
were largely an unconfirmed rumor, a bit like 
the dark side of the moon, people spoke of it, 
but no-one had ever been there!

Many of us who grew up in the Seventies 
would emerge from our standard Saturday 
night bacchanal student party at around 
two o’clock on Sunday afternoon, wolf down 
some left-over pizza and whatever hadn’t 
been drunk the night before and collapse in 
front of the TV. Such were the rigors of ac-
ademic life during the Seventies and it was 
a system that would quite happily have con-
tinued, had it not been for a revolution in so-
ciety that brought with it such worrying in-
novations as teeth whitening services, SUV’s 
and something called BRUNCH.

Fast forward to 2016 in Phuket where we’re 
in the middle of a fashionable social revolu-
tion to satisfy all those well-heeled visitors 
and retirees who are flocking to our shores. 
“Brunch” is an important part of this. Brunch 
is a word that immediately arouses suspi-
cion… a fey, schizophrenic, made-up term, 
that can’t quite decide what it wants to be… 
somehow untrustworthy, precious, and well, 
just not English.

“Doing brunch” is now at the forefront of 
Phuket’s social groundswell. Reeking of lazy 
decadence, it tends to feature an endless ar-
ray of world-class food, hot tropical breezes, 
stunning views, cool music and copious sup-
plies of naughty libations.

How did all this start?

The Dark Ages
Long-time Phuket resident and bon vivant 
Bruce Stanley recalls, “The mid-1990s was the 
Dark Ages of international tourism when it was 
very challenging to find Western-style cuisine 
outside the five-star resorts. It was impossi-
ble to buy butter, coffee and cheese except at 
a little store called Sin & Lee, in Phuket Town. 
As the number of expat resort managers, dive 
operations, and tour agencies expanded, so 
the demand grew for places to eat well and 
socialize. John O’Shea, the enterprising gen-
eral manager of what was then the Sheraton 
Grande Laguna Beach, developed the island’s 
first sumptuous Sunday brunch at the water-
side Bird of Paradise restaurant. The event was 
an immediate success with hungry Westerners 
lining up every Sunday for brunch to enjoy the 
only haute cuisine available. While the food 
was extravagant, in Phuket’s early years of in-

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BRUNCH IN PHUKET
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INIALA KITCHEN & BAR – Your New 
Neighborhood Eatery
Located adjacent to Iniala Gourmet, Iniala 
Kitchen Bar is a casual neighbourhood eatery 
in Boat Avenue, Laguna Phuket.  Developed 
as a bistro extension of the original outlet,  
Iniala Kitchen & Bar is a casual, independent 
restaurant offering modern Mediterranean 
cuisine with an emphasis on a streaming, 
sharable style of dining and an engaging in-
teraction with the chef. 
 
In addition to providing guests with a warm, 
contemporary atmosphere, Iniala Kitchen 
& Bar  centers its product and ethos around 

Executive Head Chef, Sandro Aguilera’s cu-
linary vision. Sandro’s exciting and dynamic 
market-driven menu focuses on simple, clean 
flavours inspired by his Spanish roots. The 
environment is an inviting and informal at-
mosphere developed as a bohemian and chic 
popular alternative to other conventional café 
restaurants in the surrounding areas. Mixing a 
level of contemporary style with home com-
forts and ‘casual stylised’ service to create an 
emotional experience for the customer. 

The restaurant also features a small up-scale 
retail space specialising and showcasing the 
very best of Spanish produce.  All products 

will be sourced in accordance with the brand’s 
ethos with a great emphasis being placed on 
superior quality ingredients that are indica-
tive of Spain. 

www.inialakb.com

The New & Improved INIALA GOURMET
Iniala Gourmet has always had a reputation 
for exceptional quality. Along with his team of 
professional bakers, Chef David Inglada — re-
nowned as one of Thailand’s top pastry chefs, 
provides delicious breads, artisan pastries and 
sumptuous cakes delivered fresh daily to the 
shop. However, with the opening of the Iniala 
Kitchen & Bar, we decided that it was time In-
iala Gourmet evolved from its current format 
to adopt a stronger focus toward a takeaway 
and counter service — in effect, an “express 

version” of the original Iniala Gourmet you 
have come to know and love. 

Even on a tropical island, time is precious. 
That’s why we’re making it much easier for 
you to get some wholesome food and great 
coffee while on the go. So whether you’re 
late to pick the kid’s up from school or just 
trying to get a few more minutes tanning 
at the beach, we’ve got you covered with 
our latest range of delicious “grab & go” 
products.

INIALA GOURMET / INIALA KITCHEN & BAR

Our all-new menu has been specially created 
for the purpose of taking your Iniala bakery 
favorites with you, along with some yummy 
savory additions such as New York style ba-
gels, breakfast muffins and gluten-free sand-
wiches. While there is no longer a table ser-
vice, we would still love for you to hang out 
and enjoy a great cup of coffee and a freshly 
baked pastry.

www.facebook.com/InialaGourmet

Iniala Kitchen & Bar - Iniala Gourmet
Open everyday @ Boat Avenue, Phuket

Bookings@Inialakb.com   |  +66 (0) 076 602 308

 InialaKitchenAndBar  InialaGourmet
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different Riedel wine glasses to suit various 
wine varietals. Changing wine specials, or-
ganized tastings, wine flight pairings, wines 
to take away, a daily wine tasting, and regular 
themed wine tastings for the true connois-
seur. All are happening or planned. 

Wines “by the glass” are served using both the 
Coravin & Verre du Vin wine system, which 
ensures each glass is fresh. Wines from the 
old and new worlds covering a multitude of 
vintages are housed on a custom built stand. 
Besides wines, several of the best cocktails 
have made their way from The 9th Floor’s re-
nowned list.

When it comes to cuisine Executive Chef An-
thony has positioned tapas front and centre. 
For your convenience dishes such as zuc-
chini fritters and croquetas are available to 
order and grab from the charcuterie/tapas 
table.  Hot and cold meat, seafood, vegetari-
an and gluten free tapas dishes include crab 

croquettes, aged goats cheese on croutons, 
cured salmon “tartar” and deep fried calamari. 
Over at the charcuterie and salami table a 
red Berkel hand slicing machine will do the 
honours injecting a singular and colourful 
live European experience onto the occasion. 
Spanish ham, butcher ham, Thai mortadellas, 
French saucission sec, Italian salami and Swiss 
bunderfleisch are highlighted.  

Our a la carte menu includes salads, grilled 
salmon, torched tuna, prawn Ceasar salad 
and green mango som tum salad and char-
coal grilled Thai marinated chicken leg. Sev-
eral popular dishes from The 9th Floor have 
also made the transition from city to seaside. 
These include hot rock grilled rib eye, ten-
derloin and entrecote steaks, the signature 
Bouillabaise with local sea prawns and souse 
vide lamb rack; salmon a “l’unilateral”–salmon 
cooked on skin only--the chicken Basquaise 
with Spanish rice, fresh “a la minute” rata-
touille, 160 gram aged tenderloin, fish in pa-
per with lemon and duck leg confit.

Cheeses of several types are on offer to cov-
er all tastes with fresh artisan crafted bread is 
delivered daily. And dessert? Death by Choco-
late, rhubarb pannacotta, affogato (ice cream 
scoop, double expresso) and mango crisps 
are examples of simple and quickly prepared 
signature dishes.

The 9th Glass in Surin offers an adventurous 
and educational dining encounter drawing 
on a decade of success from the legendary 
The 9th Floor in Patong.

A unique and defining dining experience near 
the beach.  

the9thfloor.com

The 9th Glass is a new high quality 
wine bar and bistro at Surin Beach. 
A property of Patong’s landmark 
The 9th Floor restaurant & bar, 
The 9th Glass has conveyed its 
own unique Mediterranean style 
and ambience to this popular and 
sophisticated tourist quarter.

Our paramount focus is a memorable piece of 
dining theatre built around the twin delights 
of tapas and wine. We have made the experi-
ence interactive, contemporary and creative, 
but tried to still invoke traditional touches 
from The 9th Floor.  

Explains owner, Phuket hospitality identity, 
Bart Duykers: “We aim to provide alternatives 
in cuisine, wines and wine services within an 
elegant décor. A new milieu amidst imaginative 
innovation.” 

Walk from one of the many nearby luxury ho-
tels, or drive & park in front and immediately 
be struck by the elegant black slate floor and 
brown bench seating décor of the 40-seat bis-
tro. A focal point is the stunningly expansive 
floor to ceiling, glass fronted wine racks in the 
temperature controlled cellar at the entrance.

Casual, friendly and engaging service is our 
motto. English conversant staff, trained to The 
9th Floor’s exacting standards, are on hand 
throughout our opening hours from 4pm 
onwards. You will even spot some of our fa-
mous “Angels” from The 9th Floor. Bench, high 
cocktail table, communal wine tables and bar 
counter seating is abundant inside and out. 

Wine drinking is a singular hallmark venture 
at The 9th Glass Wine Bar & Bistro. The wine 
bar derives its name from the fact it offers 9 

THE 9TH GLASS
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Tassaneeya Pumma (Kate)
Hair Stylist@ Kate’s Hair and Make-Up Studio, Phuket

My healthy day starts by taking my dog to the beach early in the morning 
when there are few people about and I can feel at peace with nature. I 
also practice yoga three to four times a week after work so that my brain 
can relax — plus it improves the shape of my body. Every day I wake up 
with the goal of making my daily activities enjoyable, and never forget to 
drink a glass of fresh fruit and vegetable juice to replenish my body with 
plenty of vitamins.

Maya Caspi
Polestar Pilates Trainer

After incurring several injuries due to many years of running and CrossFit, 
I discovered Polestar Pilates. It has not only improved my posture and 
functional movement but helped me to feel more centered and healthy.

Vanessa Jimenez
Key Account Manager @ WinePro Co., Ltd.

I started practicing yoga when I first moved to Thailand three years ago. I 
used to train quite intensely and it took me time to understand that yoga 
was more than just stretching. During my long stays in Bali, I had the 
opportunity to enhance my practice with meditation. Nowadays, I have 
a daily combination of Bikram yoga and high-intensity work out classes 
and try to encourage others to start practicing. Every day provides a new 
chance to positively change your life!

Michael Niva
MTB Axiom, specializing in fitness and sports nutrition
099 3641133, mikael.niva@gmail.com

For those who have not discovered the amazing feeling of what their body 
can achieve, it is difficult for me to explain how much exercise and a 
healthy lifestyle means to me. Basically, it has helped to heal my emotions 
and make me very respectful of my own body. I am determined to contin-
ue keeping myself in shape and feel strong — it adds a sparkle to my life 
— the energy drives me forward to face future challenges. When I cycle or 
run, I can experience the joy of a natural environment and great people. It 
makes me feel proud of my achievements.

Amnuay Navachotechaiyakul
Financial Controller @ Laguna Phuket

Badminton is the indoor sport I enjoy the most. For a few days a week I 
head to the court and play hard with my friends for a couple of hours. It is 
such fun playing badminton doubles as teamwork and good strategy are 
needed. This activity keeps me in great physical condition, as well as im-
proving my mental health by clearing my mind, releasing stress and giving 
me a good relationship with my badminton fellows.

Liis-Rebecca Lilienthal

My life has changed so much since I first tried wakeboarding. It was love 
at first sight. I have never felt this passionate about anything in my entire 
life. It makes me feel alive. Wakeboarding is like full body training — it’s 
the best gym substitute and never boring — just a perfect mix of good 
vibes, adrenaline and amazing company. Give wakeboarding a try — I 
promise you will never regret it! To succeed, you have to believe in some-
thing with such passion that it becomes a reality because passion drives 
success!

 P H U K E T  L O C A L S ,  W H A T   M A K E S  Y O U  F E E L  G O O D ? 
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For cultivating teamwork and build-
ing strong relationships in your 
work environment, RPM Health 
Club leads the way in Phuket. 

Located inside the beautiful Royal Phuket Ma-
rina, RPM Health Club offers human resource 
managers a fantastic opportunity to reignite 
team spirit and enhance working relationships.

The club provides cutting edge technology 
and fun team building challenges, which not 
only improve relationships but also encour-
age employees to develop a lifestyle for com-
bating stress, aging and disease.

It is a well-known fact that healthy, happy 
employees positively impact on their fel-
low workmates and business productivity. 
By promoting staff well-being in the classy 
non-judgmental environment of RPM Health 
Club, both employers and employees will 
come away smiling. 

Many hotels and fitness clubs throughout 
Phuket send their sport and fitness managers 
to benefit from the experience and expertise 
at RPM Health Club. This annual event, known 

as the ‘MIND AND BODY BLAST’, has been cre-
ated by RPM Health Club and SEARA Interna-
tional for trainers and coaches in Phuket to 
learn how to deliver corporate team building 
programs, while also maintaining internation-
al standards when it comes to designing sci-
entific fitness programs and using the latest 
and greatest fitness products. 

Participants learn the importance of fostering 
teamwork and delivering fun challenges so 
that anyone can enjoy and participate in corpo-
rate programs or team building exercises. They 
also receive the latest scientific knowledge 
regarding new techniques, enabling clients to 
become fully engaged in the development of 
healthy habits for both mind and body. 

The set up at RPM Health Club offers a su-
perb daily retreat for health maintenance, 
facilitating small or large groups looking for 
a fun event to bolster the human spirit and 
team ethics. To enjoy a unique team building 
and social environment for your team, simply 
visit RPM HealthClub.com or call Amy on 081 
270 6885.

RPM Health Club is owned and operated 
by Sports Engineering and Recreation Asia 
(SEARA) — Southeast Asia’s leading sports 
and fitness provider. With its reciprocal club in 
Bangkok, RPM Health Club provides a premium 
members club, right here on your doorstep. 

www.RpmHealthClub.com 
Memberships & Guest Passes 081 270 6885  
Professional Tennis Coaching 098 174 8806

RPM HEALTH CLUB – PHUKET’S ONLY GENUINE 
MEMBERS’ CLUB
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a distinct advantage in fighting. Almost all 
techniques in Muay Thai use the entire body 
movement, rotating the hip with each kick, 
punch, and block. The rotation of the hips in 
Muay Thai techniques, and intensive focus on 
“core muscles” (such as abdominal muscles 
and surrounding muscles) is very distinctive 
and is what sets Muay Thai apart from other 
styles of martial arts.

The punch techniques in Muay Thai were orig-
inally quite simple being crosses and a long 
(or lazy) circular strike made with a straight 
(but not locked) arm and landing with the 
heel of the palm. Cross-fertilization with West-
ern boxing and western martial arts mean the 
full range of western boxing punches are now 
used: jab, straight right/cross, hook, uppercut, 
shovel and corkscrew punches and overhands 
as well as hammer fists and back fists.

As a tactic, body punching is used less in 
Muay Thai than most other striking martial 
arts to avoid exposing the attacker’s head to 
counter strikes from knees or elbows.To uti-
lise the range of targetting points, in keeping 
with the Teory of Muay Thai – Centre Line, 
the advocate can use either Western or Thai 
stance which allows for either long range or 
short range attacks to be undertaken effec-
tively without compromising guard.

Muay Thai is known by many 
names, Thai Boxing being the most 
common. It is also known as The 
Art of Eight Limbs. Some people 
also refer to it as kickboxing, 
although this is incorrect.

History
Muay Thai is the national sport of Thailand. 
Developed over a thousand years ago, its 
roots are still largely unknown. This ancient 
yet practical system is without a doubt one 
of the most effective, basic and brutal of all 
stand-up fighting styles known today.

Muay Thai is a popular ring-sport, utilizing 
a four-sided, roped ring, similar to that used 
in western boxing. A typical Muay Thai fight 
lasts for 5 x 3 minute rounds, with a 2 min-
ute rest break between rounds. Fighters are 
allowed to use any part of their legs or arms 
to strike each other and may grapple while 
standing, using a wide range of wrestling 
techniques and throws to over-power each 
other. This practice of upright wrestling is 
called Plam.

Head-butting, biting and striking to the groin 
are not allowed.

Today, Muay Thai techniques and training sys-
tems have been incorporated into many other 
styles and competitions, including the huge-
ly popular Ultimate Fighting Championship 
(UFC), Pride and K1.

Muay Thai first came to universal recognition 
in the late 70’s and early 80’s, with the explo-
sion in popularity of martial arts movies in 
the western world. Movies like “Kickboxer” 
starring Jean Claude Van Damme, inaccurate 
though they were, brought international rec-
ognition to the sport. More recently, “Ong 
Bak” starring Thai action star Tony Jaa, has 
sparked even more curiosity about this amaz-
ing fighting art.

Originally used by the armies of the kingdom 
of what was called Siam, now Thailand, as a 
form of un-armed battlefield combat, Muay 
Thai has constantly changed and adapted 
over hundreds of years into the form we see 
today. Its history is the history of Thailand.

When the Burmese army sacked and razed 
Ayuddhaya (then capitol of Siam) to the 
ground, the archives of Thai history were lost. 
With them, much of the early history of Muay 
Thai also disappeared.

The little we do know comes from the writ-
ings of the Burmese, Cambodian, early Euro-
pean visitors and the few surviving chronicles 
of the Lanna Kingdom in Chiangmai.

What all sources agree on is that Muay Thai 
began as a close combat battlefield fighting 
style. It was developed as a way of training 
the local farmers and peasants in a very short 

MUAY THAI

space of time so that they could defend their 
homes and their kingdom from invaders.

Muay Thai techniques
In its original form, Muay Thai consisted of an 
arsenal of nine weapons – the head, fists, el-
bows, knees and feet – known collectively as 
na-wa arwud. However in modern Muay Thai, 
both amateur and professional, headbutting 
an opponent is no longer allowed.

To strike and bind the opponent for both 
offensive and defensive purposes, small 
amounts of stand-up grappling are used: 
the clinch. Formal Muay Thai techniques are 
divided into two groups: Mae Mai or major 
techniques and Luk Mai or minor techniques. 
Muay Thai is often a fighting art of attrition, 
where opponents exchange blows with one 
another. This is certainly the case with tradi-
tional stylists in Thailand, but is a less popular 
form of fighting in the contemporary world 
fighting circuit. With the success of Muay Thai 
in mixed martial arts fighting, it has become 
the de facto martial art of choice for com-
petitive stand-up fighters. As a result, it has 
evolved and incorporated much more power-
ful hand striking techniques used in western 
style boxing and the Thai style of exchanging 
blow for blow is no longer favorable. Note: 
when Muay Thai fighters compete against 
fighters of other styles (and if the rules per-
mit it), they almost invariably emphasize el-
bow (sok) and knee (kao) techniques to gain 
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Wellness Wellness

So what are all these Lycra clad 
cyclists about?
10 reasons why you should be part of 
this trend.

Those of you who have been in Phuket for 
a while will have noticed how, over the 
past few years, the popularity of cycling in 
Thailand has taken off. There are people 
cycling at all times of the day and night, 
up and down the main highway, and on 
the smaller side roads. This growth is 
largely thanks to Thailand’s wonderful 
“Bike for Dad” initiative instigated by his 
late Majesty King Bhumibol the Great. 

Phuket has also become an attractive 
destination for cyclists thanks to the 
year-round warm temperatures and 
smooth roads — with the exception of the 
occasional pothole. Tourists jet in from 
across the world to make the most of 
these ideal cycling conditions. 

This combination has created quite a 
cycling culture, and the popularity of 
the sport among local Thais has also 
grown substantially, with Phuket’s 
fastest cyclists such as Pichet Puengrang 
and triathlete Jaray Jearanai gaining a 
somewhat celebrity status nationwide.

SO WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

As a cyclist and triathlete myself, let me 
share with you just a few of the reasons 
why I love the sport and why you should 
give it a go yourself.

1) You can push yourself to new 
physical limits. This is obvious, but I 
can’t describe the sense of fulfillment 
when achieving a goal you’ve set yourself, 
let alone surpassing it. Whether it be 
successfully cycling over the legendary 
“Nai Thon Hills” in the Laguna Phuket 
Triathlon, or hanging onto the group for 
the Sunday ride. Nothing quite beats the 
feeling of knowing that it was you alone 
who powered yourself from A to B.

2) You can see the progress and 
feel yourself getting stronger. The 
speed of the physical changes that you 
experience might surprise you. Suddenly 
the lycra isn’t quite as tight, and you’ve 
dropped a clothes size. Not only that, 
but you are stronger for it. You feel 
re-energized and not at all drained, in 
contrast to dieting, which often leaves 
you feeling lethargic, starving your body of 

essential nutrition. Why not lose weight 
and get toned the healthy way?

3) The natural adrenaline rush is 
like no other. You are completely in 
control of your speed as you fly downhill. 
Your hands are on the breaks, your body 
controlling your trajectory around the 
corners. The natural euphoria from the 
chemical effect of endorphins released by 
your body is incredibly powerful and will 
leave you buzzing all day.

4) You forge unique friendships 
with people who share your hobby. 
As they say, “people who ride together, 
stay together”. There’s nothing quite 
as unifying as hours of suffering on the 
bike, even if not a single word is spoken. 
Nothing can describe the physical and 
mental barriers you overcome together, 
but those post-ride beers you share just 
taste that much sweeter.

Calm & Fit

Tel: 66 (0)92 695 5426
www.smile-yoga-phuket.com

 Smile Yoga
 Smile Yoga – Phuket

LOCATED IN BAAN MANIK (BETWEEN HEROINE’S MONUMENT AND CHERNGTALAY)  OPPOSITE LARGE TEMPLE GATE

with
5) It’s a great way to explore the 
island and see the real side of Phuket 
and the surrounding mainland. Riding 
through the rainforests, along the coast 
or through the rubber plantations and 
feeling the wind on your face is a unique 
feeling that you don’t get by sitting in an 
air-conditioned car. You can stop at one of 
the local villages to refuel and experience 
the real Thailand while sipping on a sweet 
iced coffee.

6) It makes you feel significantly 
better about hitting Sunday brunch 
— you deserve every bite or plateful. 
Crack out a few kilometers on the bike 
beforehand and you’ll appreciate the 
lavish guilt-free spread that much more.

7) It gives structure to your day or 
week. Cyclists often end up becoming 
obsessive about getting their rides in, 

which means you’ve got to fit them into 
your week. You end up being much more 
organized and productive to make sure you 
can spend as much time out on the bike as 
possible.

You engage a full range of energy systems. 
Despite what you think from pictures of 
cyclists with skinny arms, it’s not just your 
legs that get a workout. It’s the entire 
body — from your fingers gripping onto 
the handle-bars and your cardiovascular 
system, to your psychological strength in 
staying focused and pushing yourself.

9) It’s a great way to get fit in a low 
impact manner. Unlike running, cycling 
allows you to experience the outdoors 
without pounding your body. This is 
particularly important for older athletes or 
those experiencing knee or hip problems. 
Make sure that your bike is set up at the 
right height so as to avoid aggravating any 
muscles.  

10) When you go for a ride, that’s just 
what you do. There’s nothing more to it. 
This is something particularly applicable 
to triathletes. If you are going running, 
you know that undoubtedly an element of 
strain will be involved. If you’re swimming, 
the water will always be pushing against 
you and some sort of heart-racing swim 
set will be involved. But when you’re riding 

and the wind is in your hair, it doesn’t 
matter if you’re doing an easy recovery 
ride and your heart rate isn’t even hitting 
100, or if you’re busting your gut out at 
the front of the group. You’re riding, and 
that’s it.

So next time you’re wondering what to do 
with your weekend or how you’ll entertain 
the kids through the Christmas holidays, 
consider a cycle ride and experience the 

sport yourself. There are many places to 
rent road bikes across the island, such 
as Siam Bike Tours in Laguna, and a lot 
of groups going out on weekly rides. The 
Z-Coaching Phuket team Sunday ride 
leaves from Laguna in two different groups 
at different speeds. Cycle quickly and 
you’ll be back in time for brunch.

Written by 23 yrs old Z-Coaching athlete 
Imogen Simmonds (70.3. Age Group World 
Champion and runner up at 70.3 Phuket in 
November 2016). Imogen is a professional 
triathlete representing Switzerland, based in 
Phuket for full-time training. Educated mostly 
in the UK, Imogen studied Environmental 
Technology and Business (MSc) in London 
before embarking on her athletic career. Born 
in Hong-Kong but having lived all over the 
world, she loves travelling and immersing 
herself in new cultures.
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The Mangosteen Resort & 
Ayurveda Spa
Exclusive Interview with  
Dr. Subash A. Shanbhag

Dr. Subash, what is Ayurveda?
Ayurveda is an ancient medicine system from 
the Indian sub-continent (Sri Lanka, Nepal, 
Pakistan, Bhutan and Bangladesh), which 
recognizes the five elements of nature: space, 
air, fire, water and earth. Without modern 
measuring technology such as mm, cm, ml 
etc., these elements were used as the founda-
tion for the entire physical world.

The three doshas hold the key to the nature 
of each individual, and are derived from 
the five elements and their related proper-
ties. Vata  is composed of space and air;  Pit-
ta, fire and water; and Kapha, earth and wa-
ter. The doshas are biological energies found 
throughout the human mind and body, and 
the basic platform for all physical and mental 
processes, providing every living being with 
an individual blueprint for health and fulfill-
ment.

What makes Ayurveda unique in com-
parison to other treatments, such as Thai 
Massage or Detox? 
Ayurveda, a science of life, uses a holistic and 
customized approach. Ayurveda treatments 
are conducted mostly after a dosha consul-
tation and appropriate treatments and prod-
ucts are chosen accordingly. For example, a 
sesame oil massage would be recommend-
ed for someone with the fire and water ele-
ments, since it is cooling and calming.

How do you read a person’s character?
I start with your physical appearance such 
as forehead size, eyes, nose structure, lips, 
bones, mannerisms, the amount of hair on 

your body, eye movement, how you speak, 
etc. The sum of these observations and also 
reading the pulse gives me a good idea of 
your dosha characteristics, so that I can pre-
scribe the appropriate treatment.

What is the aim of Ayurveda? 
Basically, it all depends on individual require-
ments — for a one day visit, the main aim is 
relaxation. The three, five or seven day pro-
grams for specific purposes are more inten-
sive with Panchakarma. Ayurveda works from 
the inside out, rather than the outside in. 

After an initial consultation, your full board 
Satvik food is customized for maximum ben-
efit during the program — it’s a sort of nat-
ural, subtle way of detoxing. For example, it 
would not be wise to provide someone who 
has a high air concentration with light, dried 
food such as lentils or carbonated drinks, as 
these may cause a bloating sensation.

Each morning begins with customized gentle 
yoga exercises, followed by a healthy, freshly 
cooked vegan breakfast. Afterwards, there 
are many individual Ayurveda treatments 
to enjoy at the spa, with ingredient combi-
nations all specially prepared. For example, 
herbal pouch therapy, bathing treatment 
with milk, specific oil massages and yogurt 
decoction. 

There are also holistic treatments for mind 
and body such as Shirodhara, which in India is 
used to treat neurological disorders, but here, 
it is more of a relaxation tool. When poured 
onto the forehead one initially experiences 
confusion. However, once you get a grip on 
the flow it becomes a totally different world. 
I have seen people crying, laughing, fright-
ened, anxious and everything in between; a 
kind of an emotional outburst. Depending on 
the ingredients used, experiences will differ.

What is the minimum recommended stay 
for an Ayurveda treatment?
I would say seven days is needed to achieve 
an effective result. Five days, is usually re-
quired to prepare the body for flushing, 
which is what we call a detox. The toxins are 
removed from the body by defecating, uri-
nating, sweating, breathing and meditation. 

Again, everything is customized. A normal 
healthy person needs only minimal flushing, 
whereas a person with a highly toxic body 
will require a more intensive detox.

What is your typical demographic?
The age of the average guest is 35 and above. 
This age group is simply more aware of the 
benefits of Ayurveda. Many people from Eu-
rope and Australia have previously traveled 
to India or Srilanka or Spain for treatment and 
now want to try Thailand, as they can com-
bine luxury wellness with a holiday.

Tell us about yourself, you look so young…
It is probably the magic of Ayurveda (laugh-
ter). I studied in Bangalore, India, working in a 
hospital for three years and then at a wellness 
resort for four. At the hospital I practiced both 
modern and Ayurvedic medicine to treat 
chronic cases, and found that they success-
fully complement each other.

mangosteen-phuket.com

Dr. Subash (right) explaining the Shirodhara 
to IFG publisher Miguel Kirjon

The Mangosteen 
Resort & Ayurveda Spa

The Mangosteen Ayurveda Spa is led by an on-site, certified Ayurveda Doctor!
Ayurveda is one of the World’s oldest holistic healing systems. It is an entire way of life that aims to bring 

about the perfect balance of your personality – body, mind and spirit. Prevention is better than cure and the 
Ayurveda philosophy is promoting a healthy lifestyle rather than fighting disease. We offer Ayurveda Cures of 

various length, from three days to a full month and with different objectives. 

D A Y  P A C K A G E

Yatra – Journey of a relaxed Soul
For deep relaxation, enjoy a journey into Ayurveda at Mangosteen Spa. For a glimpse at the Ayurveda world, the best 

choice is the 180-minute treatment, comprising: powder massage, traditional four hand massage, third eye therapy and 
herbal steam. The package price, inclusive of a Sattvic meal (lunch or dinner), is 8,000 baht.

OTHER PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PERIODS BETWEEN 3 TO 14 DAYS.

Wellness
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Tom Tam Healing SystemAcroYoga

Tom Tam’s Healing System is a modern 
version of the old system called 
Huatuojiaji. Doctor Hua Tuo was a 
famous Chinese Medical doctor born 
two thousand years ago during the 
Three Warring Kingdoms period. 

Unfortunately, his Huatuojiaji philosophy 
and techniques have been lost over 
the years. Today all of the TCM schools 
in China teach Huatuojiaji, but the 
information taught is unclear. When we 
read acupuncture textbooks, seldom 
do we see the usage of the Huatuojiaji 
method. In my practice, I have tried to 
bring this system back. 

The Huatuojiaji is a very famous healing 
system in TCM history. Its fame is from its 
effectiveness and achievement. Because 
of politics, Dr. Huatuo was killed, his 
book burned and lost from history. Many 
Chinese doctors have tried to find and 
revive this system, yet with no success. 
From my last fifteen years of practice, 
I have treated more than ten thousand 
patients with different problems. I 
have had a lot of success developing 
and expanding upon this technique 
by experimenting with what little 
information remains.

The name Huatuojiaji translates as “to 
treat the spinal cord.” Jia Ji in Chinese 
means “both sides of the spine.” In theory 
it is similar to the Western chiropractic 
system. I have taken the Huatuojiaji 
system, along with acupuncture shu 
points or energy source points, Western 
anatomy and the chiropractic system and 
combined them to form my system. I have 
successfully treated many patients all 
over the world using this system. Many 
of my students use this system and have 
good results as well.

The West has a very good understanding 
of the body’s anatomy, pathology and 
physiology. They understand the physical 
aspects of the body, but they do not 
understand the energy. They lack the 
knowledge of the body’s energy and the 
experience of treatment. This is the reason 
the West has a hard time understanding 
many diseases. For example, laboratory 
research focuses on chemical reactions 
and cell division. The East has a very 
good understanding of the energy in the 

AcroYoga elevates the connection 
between you and others through 
movement, connection, and play. Acro 
in Greek  means high, or elevated. 
Yoga in Sanskrit commonly translates 
to notions of union, or joining. The 
experience of taking flight with 
AcroYoga instantly dissolves fears 
and invites practitioners to tap into 
new and infinite possibilities of 
communication, trust, and union. By 
combining acrobatics, yoga, and healing 
arts, the practice of AcroYoga has built 
a community of active teachers and 
practitioners all over the world.

AcroYoga International was founded by 
Jason Nemer and Jenny Sauer-Klein in 
2003. They were the first to codify the 
AcroYoga practice in 2006. Their work 
culminated into not only manuals, but 
also cultivated formalized educational 
paths that have promoted the highest 
levels of safety, expression, and straight 
up fun.

It blends three main elements:

• Solar Acrobatic Practices cultivate 
trust, empowerment and joy

• Lunar Therapeutic Practices  that 
cultivate listening, compassion and 
letting go

• Yogic Practices that cultivate 
breath awareness, life balance and 
connection

 
Jason Nemer & Jenny Sauer-Klein were the 
first to codify and create the educational 
path to certify teachers in the practice 
of AcroYoga. Together, they trained and 
made practice manuals for the public, 
trained teachers and still travel the world 
sharing the practice.  By literally writing 
the book of AcroYoga, they unified the 
language between acrobats and yogis in 
different communities around the world.

acroyoga.org

body and much experience in treatment, 
but they do not understand much about 
anatomy and physiology.

In traditional Chinese medicine, the 
doctors never needed to learn anatomy 
and physiology; they learned the 
meridians and energy points, and still did 
a good job healing. Through autopsies, the 
Chinese were able to see inside the body 
and discover that their amazing concepts 
were based on fact. I believe that in the 
future, medicine must combine Eastern 
and Western knowledge. In fact, in China 
they are beginning to combine these 
two healing systems. The traditional and 
holistic combined will be the best possible 
treatment system.

In my healing system, the range of 
healing is wide; it is highly effective and 
the cure rate is high. The techniques 
I use are from the Eastern traditional 
and folk medicine, and the philosophy 
I use is from the West. Many patients 
come to see me and wonder why I did 
not take their pulse and look at their 
tongue to derive a TCM diagnosis, which 
are the standard examinations used by 
traditional acupuncturists. Nevertheless, 
I am effective when using my method; 
I am always able to show patients the 
location of their blockages. My method 

of examination and diagnosis makes 
more sense than examining the pulse and 
tongue in the traditional way.
My diagnosis of sickness is different 
from TCM. TCM diagnosis is based on 
Chi blockages detected by the pulse and 
tongue and not physically felt. The TCM 
doctor needs a lot of experience and only 
then can locate the Chi imbalance. Either 
the mind or a physical blockage may cause 
the Chi blockage. In my system, each 
blockage must be physically felt when 
pressed. Different diseases have different 
blockages. It is easy to find and touch the 
blockage on the patient’s body.

In internal medicine, I believe all diseases 
involve a blockage which either causes 
the disease or makes the disease worse. 
This blockage relates to the Western 
autonomic nervous system. The 
sympathetic nerve controls the activity of 
the organ, which represents the Yang Chi. 
The parasympathetic nerve controls the 
inactivity of the organ, which represents 
the Yin Chi. When the autonomic nerve 
is blocked or the brain is out of balance, 
sickness may result. 

To diagnose is to find and prove that 
there is a blockage; to heal is to open 
the blockage. The body may have one 
blockage or it may have many blockages. 
Each blockage can be related or be 
independent of each other. When we treat 
the body, we require the opening all of the 
blockages in the body, even if they are not 
related. Only when the body is without 
any blockage can it then be free.

Tom Tam is a writer, poet, and healer. Born 
in Tai Shan, China, he came to the United 
States in 1975 as a political refugee. Since 
1982, he has been practicing acupuncture, 
Tai Chi, and Chi Gong healing with great 
success. Fox News broadcasting produced a 
news segment based on Tong Ren Healing. 
Tom continues to practice, teach students, 
and travel the world to teach and share his 
healing methods.

www.tomtam.com

WellnessWellness
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Atmanjai: Detox, Yoga & Wellness

Atmanjai — A Detox, Wellness and 
Yoga Center Designed to Enhance Your 
Natural Well-Being.

Located on the island of Phuket, Thailand — 
our programs are designed for anyone ready 
to embark on a new, healthier lifestyle.

Founded by Mr. Starr Farish six years 
ago, and based on the world renowned 
program developed by Dr. Bernard Jensen, 
it is a total program to cleanse the body, 
increase consciousness and awareness, 
and integrate these changes into our 
personal lives. The results are a slim body, 
radiant skin and an active and alert mind.
The fast pace of life in the modern world 
is pushing mankind to the edge, both 
physically and mentally — if one is weak it 
will influence the other.

Stressed people pay little attention to 
their eating habits. There is a tendency to 
eat whatever is available and comfortable, 
regardless of their combined effect. 
Although we know better, the inclination 
is to take care of ourselves tomorrow, 
with little regard for today. Frantic 
lifestyles and stressful situations are 
reflected in most of our actions, including 
the consumption of harmful foodstuff 
such as fried food, white flour, sugar, 
acidic foods, etc.

Processed foods are the root cause of 
problems in the world today since they 
provide few nutrients, create bulk, and 
generate an unhealthy body. The digestive 
system becomes overworked and unable 
to process the intake effectively, leading to 
the body being overburdened with toxins.

It is quite amazing that we humans 
treat our car with care — good gasoline, 
periodic checks and oil change. Yet we 
neglect our body by failing to consider 
the type of “gasoline” we consume, and 
rarely perform periodic maintenance. We 
become unhealthy, sluggish, overweight 
and unhappy.

What is wrong with us! Isn’t taking 
care of the physical vehicle of primary 
importance?

At Atmanjai, our programs are designed 
to provide the essentials of “refined 
gasoline” and periodic maintenance 

treatments that will clean your body and 
heal many abnormalities within seven 
days. How? Our proven program rids the 
body of toxins, bulk and debris in a very 
short time. The result leaves you feeling 
energized and healthy, more mentally 
alert and relaxed. It is a life-changing 
experience. After seven days, our clients 
report a more positive outlook on life as 
well as physical well-being and a feeling of 
inner peace.

When you treat your body with care and 
respect, it will feel good and prosper. Load 
the body with cheap processed gasoline – 
it ceases to function efficiently.

Be well.

www.atmanjai.com
bookings@atmanjai.com
Tel. 076-288-996
Rawai, Phuket

w w w . a t m a n j a i . c o m   |   b o o k i n g s @ a t m a n j a i . c o m   |   t e l .  0 7 6 - 2 8 8 - 9 9 6   |   R a w a i ,  P h u k e t

C L E A N S E  Y O U R  B O D Y  A N D  Y O U R  S P I R I T  W I L L  F O L L O W !

Contact us for the latest Promotions & Packages!
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5 Tibetan Rites

The Tibetan monks had five yoga based 
moves that they did every day to stay 
in optimum health. They also believed 
that practicing these 5 exercises every 
day was their key to the fountain of 
youth!  

Each exercise has many strengthening 
benefits that with consistent practice will 
keep your body strong, preventing the 
common problems that come with aging. 
They will help maintain your equilibrium 
so that you keep your balance. Strengthen 
your core to keep your frame solid. Create 
flexibility in your back to keep you agile 
and open-minded. Build strength and 
stamina so that you stay ahead of the 
aging process. Most of all, the Tibetans 
claim that these five exercises activate 

the seven Chakras that stimulate all the 
glands of your endocrine system. Your 
endocrine system is responsible for the 
proper function of all your organs which 
in turn will affect your aging process and 
keep you young!

Start by doing 3 sets of each pose a day. 
Gradually increasing to a maximum of 21 
each.

1. Spin clockwise with your arms out to 
your sides, parallel to the ground.

2. Start lying flat on the ground then lift 
your legs straight up to the sky and bring 
your chin to your chest. Then return your 
legs and head to the ground and repeat.

3. Come onto your knees into camel pose 
and lift your chest to the sky, arching your 
back but drawing your tailbone down. 
Continue drawing your tailbone down and 
bring your chin to your chest. Then lift 
your chest back to the sky and repeat.

4. Start sitting with your legs straight out 
in front of you and your palms flat on 
the floor. Reach your hips to the sky, feet 
flat on the floor come up into a table top 
position. Then return to the ground and 
repeat.

5. Start in downward facing dog then 
transition into upward facing dog. 
Continue a rhythm with your own breath.

thegoldensecrets.org
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Advice from some Old People 

1. The most important person in your life 
is the person who agreed to share their life 
with you. Treat them as such.

2. You might live a long life, or you might 
live a short one — who knows. But either 
way, trust me when I say that you’re going 
to wish you took better care of yourself in 
your youth.

3. Stuff is just stuff. Don’t hold onto 
material objects, hold onto time and 
experiences instead.

4. Jealousy destroys relationships. Trust 
your significant other, because who else 
are you supposed to trust?

5. People always say, ’’Make sure you get 
a job doing what you love!’’ But that isn’t 
the best advice. The right job is the job you 
love some days, can tolerate most days, 
and still pays the bills. Almost nobody has 
a job they love every day.

6. If you’re getting overwhelmed by life, 
just return to the immediate present 
moment and savour all that is beautiful 
and comforting. Take a deep breath, relax.

7. Years go by in the blink of an eye. Don’t 
marry young. Live your life. Go places. Do 
things. If you have the means or not. Pack 
a bag and go wherever you can afford to 
go. While you have no dependents, don’t 
buy stuff. Any stuff. See the world. Look 
through travel magazines and pick a spot. 
GO!

8. Don’t take life so seriously. Even if 
things seem dark and hopeless, try to 
laugh at how ridiculous life is.

9. A true friend will come running if you 
call them at 2am. Everyone else is just an 
acquaintance.

10. Children grow up way too fast. Make 
the most of the time you have with them.

11. Nobody ever dies wishing they had 
worked more. Work hard, but don’t 
prioritize work over family, friends, or even 
yourself.

12. Eat and exercise like you’re a diabetic 
heart patient with a stroke — so you never 
actually become one.

13. Maybe this one isn’t as profound as 
the others, but I think it’s important… 
Floss regularly, dental problems are awful.

14. Don’t take anyone else’s advice 
as gospel. You can ask for advice from 
someone you respect, then take your 
situation into consideration and make 
your own decision. Essentially, take your 
own advice is my advice…

15. The joints you damage today will 
get their revenge later. Even if you think 
they’ve recovered completely. TRUST ME!

16. We have one time on this earth. 
Don’t wake up and realize that you are 60 
years old and haven’t done the things you 
dreamed about.

17. Appreciate the small things and to be 
present in the moment. What do I mean? 
Well, it seems today like younger people 
are all about immediate gratification. 
Instead, why not appreciate every small 
moment? We don’t get to stay on this 
crazy/wonderful planet forever and the 
greatest pleasure can be found in the 
most mundane of activities. Instead of 
sending a text, pick up the phone and 
call someone. Call your mother, have a 

conversation about nothing in particular. 
Those are the moments to hold onto.

18. Pay your bills and stay the hell out 
of debt. If I could have paid myself all the 
money I’ve paid out in interest over the 
years, I’d be retired already.

19. If you have a dream of being or doing 
something that seems impossible, try 
for it anyway. It will only become more 
impossible as you age and become 
responsible for other people.

20. When you meet someone for the first 
time, stop and realize that you really know 
nothing about them. You see race, gender, 
age, clothes. Forget it all. You know 
nothing. Those biased assumptions that 
pop into your head because of the way 
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View video for this meaningfull 

Investment Opportunity at 

amayen.com
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Nikon has just announced the 
winners of its annual Small World 
Photomicrography competition, and 
as you can see from these stunning 
photographs, bigger isn’t always 
better.

The competition is in its 42nd year and this 
year over 2000 people from 70 countries 
entered. For those that don’t know, photo-
micrography is the practise of taking a pho-
tograph through a microscope or similar 
magnifying device in order to capture the in-
tricate details of things invisible to the human 
eye. From the proboscis of a butterfly and the 
foot of a beetle to espresso coffee crystals, the 
pictures below give us a whole new way of 
looking at world. The categories are divided 
into winners, honorable mentions, and imag-
es of distinction, and you can find the full list 
on the Nikon Small World website.

nikonsmallworld.com

BUTTERFLY PROBOSCIS SLIME MOLD

Want to buy for your villa, 
apartment, restaurant, resort, 
beach club, something DIFFERENT, 
MODERN, COLOURFUL, FRESH? 

Want to invest in something durable and re-
sistant to UV, rust, rains, heat and sun? Tired to 
see always the same furniture and decoration 
for outdoor space? Bring a unique touch to 
your outdoor decoration? 

The LF concept stores in Phuket Laguna and 
Bangkok, offers famous exclusive brands: Fer-
mob, Fatboy, Vlaemynck, Maiori, Biobu, Sun-
nylife and TuvaTowels. 

At LF stores you will find all outdoor furni-
ture from Fermob and its very large range 
of colourful aluminium products with OTF 
fabric from Ferrari coming from France. The 
well designed aluminium 100% solar lights 
that truly works from Maiori. Microfiber eco 
beach towels with amazing printings made 
in Spain from Tuva. Ecological outdoor dining 
ware from Biobu made in Bamboo fibre with 
delicious colours and modern design. Funny 
aroma candles, delirious inflatables and much 
more from SunnyLife Australia. Finally not the 
least all the modern living with Fatboy origi-
nal and unique products! 

For us, outdoor lounge should be colourful 
and inspire joy. We want to challenge stand-
ards, break with the conventional. “Colorize” 
your life visiting us.... 

LF shop in Bangkok @ Crystal Design Center (CDC) 
LF shop in Phuket @ Boat Avenue (Cherngtalay) 
Email: info@lf-th.com  
Facebook: @LFoutdoor 
Web: lf-th.com

LF SHOPS ENTIRELY DEDICATED TO A 
QUALITY OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE!

2016 NIKON MACRO PHOTO CONTEST

FRONT FOOT OF A MALE DIVING BEETLE

ROBBER FLY

POISON FANGS OF A CENTIPEDE

ESPRESSO COFFEE CRYSTALS

EYES OF A JUMPING SPIDER
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A For over 10 years, I worked 
as a fitness instructor and 
personal trainer in a 5-star 
hotel in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 
Since I moved to Phuket, 
I have met many people 
interested in yoga, and tried 
several studios, but couldn’t 
seem to distinguish between 
yoga and fitness — until I 
was introduced to an Indian 
master and decided to attend 
the Yoga Teacher Training 
Course in India. 

It transformed me in such 
a way that I now believe 
that fitness is the path to 
a healthy lifestyle but yoga 
is the path to happiness. I 
studied yoga and graduated 
with a yoga education 
diploma from the Vidya 
Gurukul University in Nasik, 
India. 

I have been living in Phuket 
for 9 years now and work as 
a freelance yoga instructor 
and personal trainer for 
hotels such as Twinpalms, 
Trisara, Paresa, and 
Movenpick, as well as private 
villas in Phuket and Phang 
Nga. 

In this job, I have the 
opportunity to meet people 
from all over the world to 
share the experience of yoga 
and exercise. In my free time, 
I love to workout in some 
of the gyms in Phuket and 
try to learn new exercises 
by attending courses or 
workshops to add to my 
training regime. Actually, 
I prefer to design my own 
training programs to suit 
each individual customer — 
everyone has a different level 
of ability. 

In the future, I would like 
to open my own gym in 
Phuket as people are more 
concerned with their health 
nowadays and Phuket is 
rapidly expanding. When 
people work hard, they need 
to spend more time keeping 
fit and healthy.

089 726 7440
viraj78@yahoo.com
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)My mom named me Cherry 
because she likes falang babies 
very much and hoped I would 
look like one by giving me that 

name.

I am the youngest in the family 
and have two older brothers, so 
I was always going to be spoiled 

by my dad. In other ways, 
though, my dad always made 

me work for things. When I was 
15, I remember working in my 

dad’s furniture shop for a month 
to buy a tennis racket which 

cost 5,500!

I was born in Phuket but when 
I was about six months old, 

my family moved to Bangkok, 
moving back again when I 

was 12. I went to junior and 
senior high school here, before 
attending Bangkok University. 
After graduation, I came back 

home to find a job here.

My first job in Phuket was as a 
public relations coordinator for 

Phuket Arcadia Beach Resort 
(now Hilton Phuket Arcadia). 

Two and a half years later, I 
moved to Phuket FantaSea, 

working in sales and marketing. 
After staying there for three 

years, I decided to go to London 
to improve my English, and 

ended up living there for four 
years! When I was in London 
I worked in a Thai restaurant 

called Thai Square (Putney 
Bridge Branch), where I met 

many good friends and have 
lots of good memories.

I am currently working as sales 
manager for Texica Wine, an 

Italian fine wine importer, 
taking care of all the accounts in 

Phuket and Khao Lak.
I love to play tennis about two 

to three times a week, as well as 
chilling at the beach club.

Phuket is one of the most 
famous islands in the world, 

and I am so proud to be 
Phuketian, but I still think we are 
missing some things like public 

transportation. For me, if I had 
no car, I don’t think I could go 

anywhere in Phuket on my own.

Working for a wine company 
has really given me a passion for 
wine. I’d like to have a nice wine 

bar for Phuket locals — where 
local people could enjoy good 

wine at reasonable prices!

cherry@texica.co.th
091-0425665
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) Hello, Phuket. My name is 

Nongrath Saengsawang but 
everyone calls me “Nee”. 
I was born in Korat and 
studied in Bangkok, where I 
earned a degree in business 
management. As I love the 
beach and sea, the natural 
choice for me was to move 
to Phuket, where I have been 
living for the past ten years. 

I am a mother to two 
wonderful children — a 
daughter, Jessica who is ten, 
and a son Marc, aged four.
My first job in Phuket was 
working in the advertising 
department at Lee Marine, 
but when presented with 
the opportunity to work for 
Phuket International Academy 
(PIA) as their office manager, 
I immediately seized on it. 
Seven years later, I resigned 
from PIA to pursue self-
employment. 

As everyone who has traveled 
down the road of self-
employment will know — it’s 
wonderful not having a boss 
— your days are never-ending 
and no one ever tells you to 
stop working. This brings 
me to my current situation. 
It is very important for me 
to spend time with my kids, 
in addition to developing 
opportunities for their future. 
The big question in my life 
appeared to be: What can I 
do to best meet my needs 
and desires? After all, this is 
Thailand, the Land of Smiles, 
and I need to be happy. The 
answer was to combine 
something that we all love as 
a family. I love nature, the sea, 
water, beaches, sunshine, 
the outdoors, and most of 
all, people — and so do my 
children. 

My kids participate in beach 
clean-ups once a month 
with the Gecko nursery 
as well as other projects. I 
volunteer time and resources 
to conservation and coral 
reef projects, including 
those of HKT Diving. I am a 
certified scuba diver and my 
daughter is currently taking 
scuba lessons. My kids have 
been on boats since they 
were infants and my son 
absolutely loves them. Taking 
everything into consideration, 
I decided to open a technical 
dive charter boat business 
in Rawai, called First Choice 
Diving Charters. We focus 
on providing purpose-built 
boats to technical and 
rebreather divers. The boat 
offers a medically trained 
staff, an in-house technical 
and rebreather instructor as 
well as modern, state of the 
art equipment, including a 
deliberator (AED), oxygen, 
Trimix, the latest electronics 
including a 3d side scan, and 
DownScan sonar.

086 9063 134
nongraths@gmail.com
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HIn 1997 I arrived in Phuket, 
full of energy to build a new 

business on this beautiful 
island and make my home 

what is it today after almost 
20 years.

Born in Flensburg, North 
Germany, next to the Danish 

border, I was used to water 
sports and loved beaches 

and water since the very 
beginning. In my early years, 

I moved to Hamburg with 
its beautiful harbor and 

Alster, the city center lake, 
so I became used to cold 

weather. I began my career in 
the IT industry but it wasn’t 

for me because I love to talk 
to people and explore other 

opportunities, so I started 
in the property business. I 

bought old apartment blocks 
and renovated them, as well 
as running my own property 

management and real 
estate agency in Hamburg. 

However, I love the beach 
and so I decided that one day 

I would move to a country 
with beaches and sun all year 

round. I found Phuket and 
made it my beautiful new 

home.

These days, I run my own real 
estate company in Phuket, 

as well as a production 
company to support movies 

and photo production. I 
enjoy every day of it because 

Phuket is the ideal place to 
live and work in harmony 
with my lovely family Jui, 

Victoria, and Tan and can’t be 
happier than I am today.

I wish I had more time to 
spend with my family but 

when I do, we all love to 
travel and enjoy exploring 

Thailand and other Asian 
countries, but two years ago 

my daughter moved to a 
school in Florida, so we are 
lucky enough to visit her in 
another sunny place — not 

forgetting that we still go to 
cold old Germany.

My plan for 2017 is very clear. 
I see a bright future in the 

commercial and residential 
investment business and 
lifestyle property sector. 

My next venture will be to 
bring a top international 
agent to our island — so 

home owners and investors 
watch out and keep track of 
what I’m doing in 2017. My 
Phuket story will continue 

with LOVE.

norbert@sea-property.com 
+66 (0)81 89 16143
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M I was born in Phuket and 
graduated from Phuket 
Rajabhat University with a 
Bachelor of Arts Degree in 
Tourism. In my leisure time, I 
like reading technology blogs 
and columns, watching English 
movies and traveling around. 

After university, for three years I 
worked as marketing manager 
for iDeaPixel Co. Ltd., a leading 
advertising company. I had a 
chance to write advertising 
copy and create print media. 
I learned how to work as 
a professional in the field, 
meeting clients and working 
closely with all kinds of people 
in the industry. I was very happy 
because I worked hard and 
was devoted to something I 
enjoyed. I strongly believe that 
the world is changing around 
us, and I am confident that my 
experiences and skills will help 
me to become more successful.

In 2013, I became an owner of 
a company called Lianudom 
Co., Ltd. I am currently working 
as director of business 
development. Lianudom Co., 
Ltd. constantly focuses on 
software development, web-
based applications, websites 
and online marketing. My goal 
is to lead the company toward 
creative thinking techniques 
and the skills to enable our 
team to think more creatively, 
become innovative and adapt 
to change more easily. I would 
also like to see Phuket as a 
creative city by focusing on 
technological development.

+66 (0)81 476 1422
sayhi@365zocial.com
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AIt was always a childhood 

dream of mine to see and 
live in a tropical climate, with 
endless white shores, crystal 
clear, aquamarine water and 
coconuts. I had never seen a 
calm ocean until I moved to 
Phuket, and almost 11 years 

later, I am still here.

I was born in South Africa 
and grew up on the east 

coast in a little beach town 
called Umkomaas, which 

means, place of the whale. 
My parents are Italian, so 

my brother and I had a 
very strong Italian cultural 

upbringing, with an outdoor, 
African lifestyle.

After completing my 
teaching qualifications at 

the University of Kwa-Zulu 
Natal and a few years of 
life experience, I moved 

to London in September 
2002 and lived there for 15 

months. I then realized that 
I couldn’t live without the 

ocean and sunny skies. It was 
time to move on!

I arrived in Phuket in 
January 2004, not just for an 
adventure, but to play music 
on the island with my South 

African buddy Ryan. We 
landed a great contract with 
the Marriot in Patong which 

lasted several months, but as 
the low season approached, 

it was time to find other 
work, and that’s when my 

teaching career began. I 
returned to Cambridge 

in the UK during October 
2004 — this time to develop 

my teaching career — and 
taught in a high school for 

two and a half years. 

I returned to Phuket in 
October 2006 and have 

remained here ever since.
Over the past 10 years, I feel 
extremely fortunate to have 

worked in countless hotels 
and entertainment venues 
as well as teaching grade 4 

English, physical education, 
and for the most part, music 

at both government and 
international schools.

I am currently working 
for Phuket Academy of 

Performance Arts (PAPA) as 
a private music instructor. I 

teach at UWCT (United World 
College Thailand) and at SMS 

(Siobhan’s Music Studio). I 
specialize in vocal training 

but also give piano and 
guitar lessons. I also work as 

a professional musician and I 
sing for two different bands: 
Colin “Illy” Hill Band and The 
PAPA Band. I am a very busy 

girl indeed!

luisa_scarpa@hotmail.com
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Harmonizing 
Balancing Forces 
for Enhanced 
Wellbeing

>>> GeoDesignAsia.com

Egyptian BioGeometry®   |   Chinese Feng Shui   |   Indian Vastu Shastra  

Healthy 
Architecture & 
Interior Spaces
We provide architectural design solutions for residential and commercial 
projects, providing healthy living spaces which automatically transmit naturally 
beneficial subtle energy to you, your family and/or your customers.

We detect and map out naturally occurring electromagnetic grid lines and 
other geopathic stress zones to recommend the most beneficial locations for 
buildings, rooms, roads and more.

Authentic Land 
Survey & Ideal 
Masterplanning
Earth Energy Gridlines   |   Beneficial Energy Distribution

Best Sleep, 
Focused Work
& Safe Play
Geopathic Stress   |   Physical & Mental Wellbeing

Geopathic stress is natural radiation which rises up through the earth. It is the 
common factor in most cases of physical and mental illness. We tend to sleep/
work/play for long periods in the same spot and if that happens in a geopathically 
stressed zone, our health can be seriously affected.

Beneficial 
Powerful Art 
& Furniture
Design Language of Nature

We provide aesthetic custom art creations emitting powerful balancing 
subtle energy for private spaces and public venues. 

GeoDesign Asia  
Lagoon Road, Cherngtalay 
(opposite Bake @ Boat Avenue) 
+66 (0)866 863 811
geodesignasia.com
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Because you have to be consistent. Then I 
did get an email back from him. He said, “The 
Business is on and I am trying to blah blah 
blah ...”
I said, “Dude, you have to use the code!” What 
followed is the greatest email I’ve ever re-
ceived.
(Laughter)
I’m not joking, this is what turned up in my in-
box. This was a good day. “The business is on. I 
am trying to raise the balance for the Gummy 
Bear --
(Laughter)
so he can submit all the needed Fizzy Cola 
Bottle Jelly Beans to the Creme Egg, for the 
Peanut M&Ms process to start.
(Laughter)
Send 1,500 pounds via a Giant Gummy Lizard.”
(Applause)
And that was so much fun, right, that it got 
me thinking: like, what would happen if I just 
spent as much time as could replying to as 
many scam emails as I could? And that’s what 
I’ve been doing for three years on your behalf.
(Laughter)
(Applause)
Crazy stuff happens when you start replying 
to scam emails. It’s really difficult, and I high-
ly recommend we do it. I don’t think what I’m 
doing is mean. There are a lot of people who 
do mean things to scammers. All I’m doing 
is wasting their time. And I think any time 
they’re spending with me is time they’re not 
spending scamming vulnerable adults out of 
their savings, right?
And if you’re going to do this -- and I highly 
recommend you do -- get yourself a pseu-
donymous email address. Don’t use your own 
email address. That’s what I was doing at the 
start and it was a nightmare. I’d wake up in the 
morning and have a thousand emails about 
penis enlargements, only one of which was a 
legitimate response --
(Laughter)
to a medical question I had.

ted.com

To conclude, in a classical Feng Shui analysis, 
we are trying to determine how the occu-
pants are being influenced by their immedi-
ate surroundings, in all important areas of life. 
We then use physical measures to strengthen 
the areas that are deficient or enhance further 
the areas that are already deemed positive. 
We work to maximize personal compatibility 
with the space, as each individual has their 
own personal best directions and each per-
son has their unique relationship with the 
space based on their age, gender, marital sta-
tus, and occupation. And it is actually amaz-
ing that we can effect change in those areas, 
even with the limitations of physical objects, 
be they natural or man-made.

fengshuisolutions.net

The media, as well as poorly 
trained practitioners and authors, 
have done such a good job of mis-
interpreting Feng Shui, that many 
clients end up totally confused 
about why they have hired a Feng 
Shui consultant.

I have experienced this myself, as well as fel-
low consultants, where we are sitting with 
the client trying to explain the cosmological 
significance of their surroundings, and the cli-
ent just wants to know what color drapes to 
install in their living room.

As the mutual frustration mounts, the client re-
veals that they are on the verge of re-decorating 
or remodeling their home and they just wanted 
some Feng Shui input before doing so. Or, in 
some cases, they hire someone in my field as a 
form of “low-budget” interior decorating.

This is not to say that we don’t give advice on 
color, design, furniture placement and land-
scaping. We absolutely do. But we do it for 
entirely different reasons than designers.

We are concerned with qi flow, matters of 
energy and health. Or we might give advice 
on how to manage the energy in a certain 
area to attract more financial success, where 
using interior décor items for the power they 
emit (like a fountain) might just be a means 
to an end. Though this may seem far-fetched 
to the uninformed, some of what we suggest 
to clients is for the sole purpose of preserving 
family harmony and relationships. There are 
even some adjustments made that are hardly 
visible or noticeable in a room, and yet they 
can still have a powerful impact.

In several media instances, I have been asked 
by magazine writers or television producers 
to provide “before” and “after” pictures, as 
though Feng Shui were just an exotic form 
of interior decorating. Think: Extreme Home 
Makeover mentality.

In Feng Shui practice and theory we are of 
course concerned with aesthetics too. No one 
should have to endure living or working in an 
environment that is just plain ugly, in ill-repair 
or dysfunctional. This is where we have a com-
mon ground with designers. We know that if a 
person has a subjective displeasure with their 
own home or work space that eventually it 
will trickle down into an objective health is-
sue for them, since a chronically negative sit-
uation can affect the immune system.

Still, the Xuan Kong Flying Star School 
needs to do a better job in educating the 
public about what our goals and purposes 
are, as distinct from a design consultation. 
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again, that I 
have toured homes that were architecturally 
stunning, and even award-winning. But the 
basic qi of the house was still causing the 

A few years ago, I got one of those 
spam emails. And it managed to 
get through my spam filter. I’m not 
quite sure how, but it turned up in 
my inbox, and it was from a guy 
called Solomon Odonkoh.

(Laughter)
I know.
(Laughter)
It went like this: it said, “Hello James Veitch, I 
have an interesting business proposal I want 
to share with you, Solomon.” Now, my hand 
was kind of hovering on the delete button, 
right? I was looking at my phone. I thought, 
I could just delete this. Or I could do what I 
think we’ve all always wanted to do.
(Laughter)
And I said, “Solomon, Your email intrigues me.”
(Laughter)
(Applause)
And the game was afoot.
He said, “Dear James Veitch, We shall be ship-
ping Gold to you.”
(Laughter)
“You will earn 10% of any gold you distrib-
utes.”
(Laughter)
So I knew I was dealing with a professional.
(Laughter)
I said, “How much is it worth?”
He said, “We will start with smaller quantity,” -- 
I was like, aww -- and then he said, “of 25 kgs.
(Laughter)
The worth should be about $2.5 million.”
I said, “Solomon, if we’re going to do it, let’s 
go big.
(Applause)
I can handle it. How much gold do you have?”
(Laughter)
He said, “It is not a matter of how much gold 
I have, what matters is your capability of han-
dling. We can start with 50 kgs as trial ship-
ment.”
I said, “50 kgs? There’s no point doing this at 
all unless you’re shipping at least a metric ton.”
(Laughter)
(Applause)
He said, “What do you do for a living?”
(Laughter)
I said, “I’m a hedge fund executive bank man-
ager.”
(Laughter)
This isn’t the first time I’ve shipped bullion, my 
friend, no no no.
Then I started to panic. I was like, “Where are 
you based?” I don’t know about you, but I 
think if we’re going via the postal service, it 
ought to be signed for. That’s a lot of gold.”
He said, “It will not be easy to convince my 
company to do larger quantity shipment.”
I said, “Solomon, I’m completely with you on 
this one. I’m putting together a visual for you 
to take into the board meeting. Hold tight.”
(Laughter)
This is what I sent Solomon.
(Laughter)
(Applause)

THE ROLE OF FENG SHUI VERSUS 
A DESIGN CONSULTATION

JAMES VEITCH: THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 
YOU REPLY TO SPAM EMAIL

occupants any variety of problems related 
to health, relationships and finances. The un-
trained eye cannot even detect these prob-
lems, as much of the information revealed on 
this level has to be calculated based on when 
the structure was built and its precise com-
pass alignment. Qi is powerful, but invisible 
to the naked eye.

In contrast, one very smart decision a home 
owner or business owner can make is hiring a 
Feng Shui expert before they do their remod-
eling or landscaping. This is when the client 
understands that the advice given will go way 
beyond aesthetics. Creating boundaries or 
guide lines for the designer or architect can 
be extremely important and the client may 
know this from having worked with a Feng 
Shui professional in the past. For instance, a 
client might be craving a big color change in 
some parts of the structure, but they know 
that this could affect the health and well-be-
ing of all the occupants.

The client may intuit also that opening up a 
room to enlarge it might allow the good qi to 
dissipate, so they know to check in with their 
Feng Shui advisor first. The best timing for a 
demolition or construction is also the do-
main of a classically trained practitioner, since 
some directions and times combined could 
make an area very accident-prone and those 
projects should be delayed or scheduled with 
a lot of care.

I don’t know if we 
have any statisti-
cians in the house, 
but there’s definitely 
something going on.
(Laughter)
I said, “Solomon, at-
tached to this email 
you’ll find a helpful 
chart. I’ve had one of 
my assistants run the 
numbers.
(Laughter)
We’re ready for ship-
ping as much gold as 
possible.”
There’s always a moment where they try to 
tug your heartstrings, and this was it for Sol-
omon. He said, “I will be so much happy if 
the deal goes well, because I’m going to get 
a very good commission as well.” And I said, 
“That’s amazing, What are you going to spend 
your cut on?” And he said, “On RealEstate, 
what about you?”
I thought about it for a long time. And I said, 
“One word; Hummus.”
(Laughter)
“It’s going places.
(Laughter)
I was in Sainsbury’s the other day and there 
were like 30 different varieties. Also you can 
cut up carrots, and you can dip them. Have 
you ever done that, Solomon?”
(Laughter)
He said, “I have to go bed now.”
(Laughter)
(Applause)
“Till morrow. Have sweet dream.”
I didn’t know what to say! I said, “Bonsoir my 
golden nugget, bonsoir.”
(Laughter)
Guys, you have to understand, this had been 
going for, like, weeks, albeit hitherto the 
greatest weeks of my life, but I had to knock it 
on the head. It was getting a bit out of hand. 
Friends were saying, “James, do you want to 
come for a drink?” I was like, “I can’t, I’m ex-
pecting an email about some gold.”
So I figured I had to knock it on the head. I had 
to take it to a ridiculous conclusion. So I con-
cocted a plan. I said, “Solomon, I’m concerned 
about security. When we email each other, we 
need to use a code.” And he agreed.
(Laughter)
I said, “Solomon, I spent all night coming up 
with this code we need to use in all further 
correspondence:
Lawyer: Gummy Bear.
Bank: Cream Egg.
Legal: Fizzy Cola Bottle. Claim: Peanut M&Ms.
Documents: Jelly Beans.
Western Union: A Giant Gummy Lizard.”
(Laughter)
I knew these were all words they use, right? I 
said, “Please call me Kitkat in all further corre-
spondence.”
(Laughter)
I didn’t hear back. I thought, I’ve gone too far. 
I’ve gone too far. So I had to backpedal a little. 
I said, “Solomon, Is the deal still on? KitKat.”
(Laughter)
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ing (blood and urine) are recommended in 
order to avoid the transmission of zoonotic 
diseases and parasites. Heartworm can cause 
permanent damage to heart and lungs. Rou-
tine deworming tablets and vaccinations are 
excellent methods of protecting your pet. The 
removal of ticks is also important since these 
are vectors of major diseases and pathogens, 
not only affecting animals, but humans too.

Periodontal diseases can lead to serious prob-
lems such as gingivitis which, if not properly 
treated, can threaten the health of gums and 
even the loss of teeth. Regular cleansing will 
help to avoid these problems.

Last, but not least, keep your pet at a normal 
weight to avoid obesity, and feed them with 
quality food products.

An optimum wellness plan can help to elimi-
nate problems for you and your pet.

petsmagicplanet.com

Horse & Dogs Hospital and Pets 
Magic Planet will form a single 
structure under one name in the 
1st quarter of 2017: Phuket Inter-
national Petcare Center. We offer a 
comprehensive personalized well-
ness plan for your pet, with easy 
and affordable options.

Contact or visit us at your convenience and 
our food specialists and team of experienced 
veterinarians will be pleased to advise you on 
how best to help your pet enjoy an active and 
healthy life.

Hey mate.
Do you feel good? Yes, I’m very well, thank you.

This is a conversation that the majority of pet 
owners would like to have with their dog or 
cat, but know it isn’t possible. However, there 
are certain unmistakable attitudes and signs 
of behavior which can give owners a pretty 
good idea of their pet’s health status.

For peace of mind, and to avoid future diffi-
culties, you can prevent many of your pet’s 
health issues before they even start. You can 
help keep your dog or cat healthy by adopt-
ing a preventive care program. To this end, we 
can provide essential advice for the well-be-
ing of your beloved animal to make the lives 
of you and your pet easy and comfortable.

PHUKET INTERNATIONAL PETCARE CENTER

Not everyone is able to spend a lot of money 
on a pet, even if they want to, but there is no 
doubt that the best approach is to buy your 
pet from a reputable breeder who can gener-
ally guarantee the origin and health of the an-
imal. Taking in a stray cat or dog is a generous 
act, but the health status of such an animal is 
unpredictable and probably poor.

The proactive approach through preventive 
care is the best way to keep your pet healthy. 
Let’s have a look at some undisputable actions 
for protecting your pet and prolonging its life.

Vaccinations will protect your pet against 
potentially fatal diseases. Regular check-ups 
will ensure that any diseases are picked up 
early, increasing the chance of a successful 
outcome. This is particularly essential for dis-
eases relating to the kidneys, liver and heart, 
as well as arthritis.

Comprehensive physical examinations every 
six months, together with routine lab test-

IT’S 
ABOUT 
LOVE The biggest food & medical center in Phuket.

The largest selection of high quality food, 
health care products and accessories.

The best and most experienced team of 
nutritionists, pets care specialists & veterinarians.

petsmagicplanet.com

Open 9am-7pm daily   076 620106, 0910404000   contact@petsmagicplanet.com   
185 / 11, 191 Moo 7, Srisoonthorn Rd, T. Srisoonthorn, A. Thalang, Phuket 83110
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Police Station

SRISOONTHORN RD

185 / 11, 191 Moo 7, Srisoonthorn rd., T. Srisoonthorn, A. Thalang Phuket 83110

Tel.: +66 (0)76620106 / +66 (0)910404000
email: contact@petsmagicplanet.com

www.petsmagicplanet.com

Open from 9 am - 7 pm

Where 
your pet 
dreams 
come 
true

PETS MAGIC PLANET

The best international brands
The ultimate choice 
Luxury accessories & jewels

Pala is 
my name 
waiting 

for a nice 
family
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Here are some wonderful reminis-
cences of open sexuality in Paris, 
based on the idea that “the French 
really did invent sex”. 

For the record, I’m retired, after living most 
of the last four decades in Europe, mainly in 
Paris. In the ’80s and ’90s, I moved between 
San Francisco and Paris, helping Silicon Val-
ley companies to set up distribution centers 
in Europe. I actually helped Compaq launch 
their French office, before running my own 
consulting company, where I helped other IT 
companies to sell in Europe. I moved to the 
South of France in 1996, and Phuket in 2009 
(coming first on vacation, and then returning 
to France, having leased a house in Rawai). I 
kept traveling to Phuket so much that in 2013 
I decided to sell my house in France and live 
there full-time, instead of only half the year.

Although I have lived most of my life in Paris, 
the 1970s were spent studying in California 
— what a great time to live there — after the 
sexual revolution and before AIDS. Toward 
the end of the 1970s, I started hearing about 
Stan Dale’s “Sex Workshops” and Bhagwan 
Rajneesh’s tantric teachings. All this interest-
ed me to no end, and I simply had to find out 
more. I took my French wife to a weekend Sex 
Workshop at a healing center called Harbin 
Hot Springs, just north of Napa Valley, next 
to San Francisco. There were sulfurous hot 
springs, full nudity in the pool (actually full 
nudity everywhere), and a workshop leader 
who was in vogue in the late ’70s, Stan Dale. 
During our free time and after dinner, most 
of us were in the hot springs pool, where we 
found the only totally open sexuality to grace 
the West Coast in the ’70s.

One step up: Rajneesh:
The tantra workshops from Bhagwan Ra-
jneesh that I took in the Paris countryside and 
in Greece in 1980 were what really changed 
my sexuality. I had heard of Rajneesh several 
years previously but did not really want to go 
to Poona, India, wear red and orange clothes 
and the beaded necklace with Rajneesh’s pic-
ture on it. It fitted in with the times but just 
wasn’t for me. Still, I wanted to find out about 
tantra and decided to do a marathon two-
week workshop led by Margot Anand (the 
jet-set guru of tantra in 1980s Europe). She 
led Rajneesh’s tantra workshops at his center 
in Poona and was bringing his techniques to 
Europe that same year. There were 12 wom-
en and 12 men at that Corfu workshop, some 
couples, others singles like myself. Over the 
two weeks, Margot used almost every tech-
nique in the humanistic psychology (to open 
us up), culminating in several days of specific 
practices leading toward tantric bliss. On the 
final evening, the group threw a tantric feast, 
and you can well imagine what that was like!

The winter following the tantra workshop, I 
opened a growth center similar to Esalen (Big 
Sur) in the center of Paris, complete with hot 

SWINGING PARIS

tub. Although the center never really got off 
the ground, I was able to put the tantric tech-
niques learned in the workshop into practice. 
During the 1970s, I heard of a Paris nightclub 
called “Cleopatre”, which sported open sexu-
ality — although, very expensive. I took my 
girlfriend, and we both loved it and explored 
other such clubs. There must have been 15 or 
20 of them back then, and now the number 
has grown to probably 50. The French seem 
to have the exact opposite relationship with 
money and sex to the Americans. For Ameri-
cans, money is good and sex is bad, whereas 
for the French, sex is good and money is bad. 
In swing clubs, this translated into cheap pric-
es in California and expensive prices in Paris. 
As with the Marquis de Sade in the eighteenth 
century, enjoyable open sex was practiced 
among the rich nobility.

My girlfriend and I would usually arrive at our 
favorite, “Chris & Manu” (it’s still there, next to 
the Pompidou Center), strip off our clothes, 
and jump onto one of the many mattresses 
where men and women frolicked about, put-
ting their fantasies to the test. We often end-
ed up back home at 4 a.m. and had one last 
fuck just to close the evening. While Chris & 
Manu focused more on actual swinging, there 
was another club in the neighborhood, “41 
rue Quincampoix — Chez Denise”. This was a 
nightclub for showbiz people and financiers. 
Several movie stars could be spotted there, 
such as Michel Blanc, and one evening, the 
superstar of sex, Cicciolina (who started off 
as a porn star and became a member of Ital-
ian Parliament, with her own open sex party) 
gave a show. And what a show — it must 
have been even better than the famous Crazy 
Horse club strip show where my (American) 
employer took us after dinner  — and the Cra-
zy Horse beats any nude show you can find 
in Paris, even better than the Moulin Rouge.

Cicciolina couldn’t speak much French, but it 
didn’t matter. She offered to fuck anyone in 
the audience, but of course, all the guys were 
too shy to go up on stage. She came down 
to Michel Blanc in the first row (who starred 
in lots of films with Gerard Depardieu) and 
he told her, “Je t’aime, Cicciolina” and she re-
sponded, “pourvu que ca dure” (I hope it will 
last). As usual, the champagne prices were 
sky-high with Cicciolina there, but you didn’t 
have to drink much — it was enough simply 
to be there. This club (Chez Denise) allowed 
women to bare their breasts on the dance 
floor, and Denise even hired a local hooker 
to give blow-jobs in the seats at the back of 
the club.

A few years later, my roommate was a Canadi-
an lady who loved swinging, and we went to 
several of these clubs as a “faux couple” (fake 
couple) since we stayed just friends, and sep-
arated after passing the entrance (you had to 
enter as a couple). There was even a swinging 
restaurant just north of the Arc de Triomphe, 
where swingers went every Sunday evening 
(an excellent peppered steak!) to talk about 

their experiences the night before (blow-by-
blow descriptions). I was always torn between 
going there, or to Jim Haynes’ famous Sunday 
night dinners — he has hosted over 150,000 
dinners since he started in 1976. Jim was one 
of the original swingers of Europe in the ’60s 
and knew anyone famous — I even met his 
good friend Xavier Hollander there one Sun-
day night. From what I heard, in the ’70s, after 
most of the people left, they put the sofa mat-
tresses on the floor and ended the evening 
in sensual style. Jim was editor of the famous 
“Suck” magazine in Amsterdam in the late 
’60s, and organized a weekend on a boat in 
the harbor for hundreds of people, where 
hash, sex, and porn movies were omnipres-
ent. You can watch videos about his dinners 
on YouTube.

One evening, I went with some friends to a 
chateau north of Paris, which started with a 
long dinner (as usual in France), lots of wine 
and ladies coming under the table to test 
the guys’ equipment. Later, the dance floor 
opened, and many rooms with mattresses 
were available, and you can imagine what 
that was like. Another time, some friends and 
I went to the same sort of dinner on a péniche 
(motorized houseboat) along the Seine, trav-
eling toward the June 11 sunset slowly, with a 
gourmet dinner and the usual wildness which 
follows.

When you visit France, buy a copy of “Cou-
ples” magazine (small format in any kiosk), 
and you’ll see a full list of the hundreds of 
swing clubs around France. The biggest swing 
center is le Cap d’Agde, near Montpellier, on 
the Mediterranean, where 20,000 to 30,000 
people spend weekends nude in the sum-
mer — there’s nudity everywhere, even in the 
shops and restaurants, and many swingers 
consider it the ultimate swingers’ paradise. 
Then there is the island between Nice and 
Marseille called “Isle du Levant”, which is 90% 
military, and 10% “naturiste” (nude). This is a 
tiny town where no one wears clothes and 
many swingers spend weekends at the local 
nightclub.

From what you read in the papers, these clubs 
are still even more numerous these days. In 
2012 Strauss-Kahn (Director of the IMF) got 
involved in a typical American hypocriti-
cal scandal in New York — for which he was 
framed, probably by his arch political rival, 
Sarkozy, who wanted him eliminated from the 
presidential race, and this was a simple way 
to discredit him, and it did. His involvement 
in sex clubs worldwide came out in the press 
and TV documentaries (poor guy). The swing 
clubs are still alive and well today. Just Google 
the word “echangisme” and follow your intui-
tion — or look at one of several swing online 
magazines: lemag.netechangisme.com.

Dev Price
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Zoophilia - Older than Civilization
Zoophilia, also known as “bestiality,” is the 
practice of having sex with an animal. While 
it isn’t expressly illegal in most areas of the 
world, it also isn’t officially condoned, the 
policy apparently being “let’s not talk about 
it and hope it goes away.” Most zoophiles 
experience the first stirrings of their fetish 
between the ages of 11 and 14, which sud-
denly explains the success of both Alvin and 
the Chipmunks movies. Zoophiles don’t draw 
much of a difference between the affections 
of a human and an animal and, really, we 
can’t see much of a difference between a pet 
and a significant other--they both cheer you 
up when you’re down and they both can be 
trained to lick your genitals.

Sadomasochism - 470 BC
Alternatively known as “bondage,” “S&M” and 
“get the f**k out of my apartment,” sadomas-
ochism involves two consenting partners 
engaging in a style of sexual roleplay charac-
terized by domination and submission. One 
partner, the dominant, inflicts pain, while the 
other partner, the submissive, receives it. S&M 
covers a wide range of activities, from sim-
ple verbal abuse and light spanking to full-
blown flogging and humiliation. So the next 
time you see a leather sex club and think to 
yourself that you’re watching the downfall of 
modern society, keep this in mind: They were 
doing full-on S&M orgies five centuries before 
the New Testament.

cracked.com

Bizarre sexual fetishes are a 
staple of the human psyche--most 
everyone has them, and with the 
arrival of Internet porn, all the walls 
came crumbling down. Suddenly, 
everyone everywhere could share 
their sick, nasty fantasies with the 
entire world, safe under a veil of 
anonymity.

But the Internet by no means invented these 
things. As it turns out, they’ve been around 
way longer than that stain in your Honda.

Tentacle Rape - Late 18th Century
We love to mock “tentacle porn,” and Japan 
for inventing it. If this is your first day on the 
Internet, just know tentacle porn is one of the 
Internet’s most beloved methods of making 
young people terrified of sex, and it is precise-
ly what it sounds like: women being raped 
by tentacles (usually in cartoons). For men, 
the fetish appeals to those who enjoy seeing 
women humiliated and subjugated by some-
thing that isn’t even human. For women, the 
fetish appeals to those who’ve secretly always 
wanted to have sex with Squiddly Diddly.

Autoerotic Asphyxiation - 17th Century
While the term “sex accident” may sound awe-
some--like a high speed collision with a trac-
tor trailer made of nudity--the reality of it is 
hotel staff discovering your body strangled to 
death and clutching your genitals in a kung 
fu grip. Autoerotic asphyxiation is just a big-
city scientist term for “masturbating while 
strangling yourself.” And it’s more common 
than you’d think: according to ABC News and 
the FBI, roughly 500 to 1000 young men ac-
cidently die each year during autoerotic as-

6 DEPRAVED SEXUAL FETISHES THAT ARE 
OLDER THAN YOU THINK

phyxiation, though we’re curious why the FBI 
is involved in this figure.

Foot Fetishism - 13th Century (or Earlier)
Put simply, the foot fetish is a sexual attrac-
tion to feet, be they wrapped up in stockings 
or bare in all their sweat-pruned glory. Foot 
fetishism has many forms, and can range from 
simple kissing and licking to full on penis 
massages. Many celebrities are self-confessed 
foot fetishists, including Jay Leno, so if you 
want to take a moment and ponder that, we’ll 
wait. As it turns out, the list of historical foot 
fetishists reads like the A-Team of literature. F. 
Scott Fitzgerald, whom you may remember as 
the author of that one book that you pretend-
ed to read in high school, had a foot fetish, as 
did Thomas Hardy, who wrote that other book 
we didn’t read. Know who else is on the list? 
Fucking Casanova, a man whose name has 
literally become a phrase meaning “guy who 
spends more time inside vaginas than outside 
of them”.

Necrophilia - Fifth Century BC
There’s no polite way to put this: Necrophilia is 
the f***ing of dead bodies. Psychologists have 
theorized that there are a number of reasons 
why someone would be attracted to corpses, 
chief among them being the desire for a life-
less and unresisting partner (well, duh). But 
apparently the whole craze started the same 
way so many things start: with mummies. Her-
odotus (the Greek historian who lived in the 
fifth century BC) wrote in his Histories that, 
in order to stop people from having sex with 
corpses before mummification, the ancient 
Egyptians left them to decay for three or four 
days before handing them off to the embalm-
ers. That’s right: Necrophilia was such a prob-
lem for these guys that they had to take active 
preventative measures against it.

“Not-to-do” lists are often more 
effective than to-do lists for up-
grading performance.

The reason is simple: what you don’t do deter-
mines what you can do.

Here are nine stressful and common habits 
that entrepreneurs and office workers should 
strive to eliminate. The bullets are followed by 
more detailed descriptions. Focus on one or 
two at a time, just as you would with high-pri-
ority to-do items. I’ve worded them in no-to-
do action form:

1. Do not answer calls from unrecognized 
phone numbers
Feel free to surprise others, but don’t be sur-
prised. It just results in unwanted interruption 
and poor negotiating position. Let it go to 
voicemail, and consider using a service like 
GrandCentral (you can listen to people leav-
ing voicemail) or Simulscribe (receive voice-
mails as e-mail).

2. Do not e-mail first thing in the morning 
or last thing at night
The former scrambles your priorities and 
plans for the day, and the latter just gives you 
insomnia. E-mail can wait until 10am, after 
you’ve completed at least one of your critical 
to-do items…

3. Do not agree to meetings or calls with no 
clear agenda or end time
If the desired outcome is defined clearly with 
a stated objective and agenda listing topics/
questions to cover, no meeting or call should 
last more than 30 minutes. Request them in 
advance so you “can best prepare and make 
good use of the time together.”

4. Do not let people ramble
Forget “how’s it going?” when someone calls 
you. Stick with “what’s up?” or “I’m in the mid-
dle of getting something out, but what’s go-
ing on?” A big part of GTD is GTP — Getting 
To the Point.

5. Do not check e-mail constantly — “batch” 
and check at set times only
I belabor this point enough. Get off the co-
caine pellet dispenser and focus on execution 
of your top to-do’s instead of responding to 
manufactured emergencies. Set up a strate-
gic autoresponder and check twice or thrice 
daily.

6. Do not over-communicate with low-prof-
it, high-maintenance customers
There is no sure path to success, but the sur-
est path to failure is trying to please everyone. 
Do an 80/20 analysis of your customer base 
in two ways–which 20% are producing 80%+ 
of my profit, and which 20% are consum-
ing 80%+ of my time? Then put the loudest 
and least productive on autopilot by citing 
a change in company policies. Send them 
an e-mail with new rules as bullet points: 
number of permissible phone calls, e-mail 

response time, minimum orders, etc. Offer to 
point them to another provider if they can’t 
conform to the new policies.

7. Do not work more to fix overwhelm — 
prioritize
If you don’t prioritize, everything seems ur-
gent and important. If you define the single 
most important task for each day, almost 
nothing seems urgent or important. Often-
times, it’s just a matter of letting little bad 
things happen (return a phone call late and 
apologize, pay a small late fee, lose an unrea-
sonable customer, etc.) to get the big impor-
tant things done. The answer to overwhelm 
is not spinning more plates — or doing more 
— it’s defining the few things that can really 
fundamentally change your business and life.

8. Do not carry a cellphone or Crackberry 
24/7
Take at least one day off of digital leashes 
per week. Turn them off or, better still, leave 
them in the garage or in the car. I do this on 
at least Saturday, and I recommend you leave 
the phone at home if you go out for dinner. So 
what if you return a phone call an hour later 
or the next morning? As one reader put it to 
a miffed co-worker who worked 24/7 and ex-

pected the same: “I’m not the president of the 
US. No one should need me at 8pm at night. 
OK, you didn’t get a hold of me. But what bad 
happened?” The answer? Nothing.

9. Do not expect work to fill a void that non-
work relationships and activities should
Work is not all of life. Your co-workers 
shouldn’t be your only friends. Schedule life 
and defend it just as you would an important 
business meeting. Never tell yourself “I’ll just 
get it done this weekend.” Review Parkinson’s 
Law in 4HWW and force yourself to cram 
within tight hours so your per-hour produc-
tivity doesn’t fall through the floor. Focus, get 
the critical few done, and get out. E-mailing 
all weekend is no way to spend the little time 
you have on this planet.
—

It’s hip to focus on getting things done, but 
it’s only possible once we remove the con-
stant static and distraction. If you have trou-
ble deciding what to do, just focus on not do-
ing. Different means, same end.

fourhourworkweek.com

THE NOT-TO-DO LIST: 9 HABITS TO STOP NOW
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What Paul Ropp has accomplished 
over the test of time — regardless 
of his trials and tribulations, and 
humble beginnings in a Bali shop 
to forty-six shops throughout Asia, 
no ifs or buts — he’s a man who 
can proudly say, I did it my way, 
and prove it.

Imagination, illusion, lines and designs, less is 
more — fashion comes and goes, but there is 
always something in the closet that defies the 
test of time, something you can wear at any 
time, or on just about any occasion. 

You know what I’m talking about, that feel 
good factor, the comfort that comes natural-
ly, complementing the body and soul of who 
you are. That’s the man who has been dress-
ing in a style to fit his own needs and wants — 
not to accommodate his ego, but for comfort. 

Compliments follow him wherever he goes 
and you don’t have to be a rocket scientist 
to see where that is. So what are we talking 
about? It has to be the Paul Ropp shop. The 
entire collection — not just one item — rep-
resents ongoing creations which are beyond 
fashion, so to speak. Paul Ropp has never 
proclaimed to be a follower of fashion, with 
clothes that drape the body and calm the 
soul, timeless in texture and design, with a 
never-ending creativity that dazzles the im-
agination time and time again. 

Going to a Paul Ropp shop is an adventure in 
itself, colors and designs constantly surprising 
the eye, always with the same theme, for peo-
ple who like to dress and feel naked. It’s amaz-
ing what one can do with a Paul Ropp design, 
be it a blouse, dress, skirt — whether worn 
together or separate, the combinations are 
dazzling. Like a painter’s canvas — you can 
create a look, add-on, take off, and complete 
the ensemble with Paul Ropp accessories. 

Paul Ropp shops: 
 
Surin Gallery – Tel. 080-5381976 
Boat Avenue – Tel. 087-6237988 
Laguna Plaza – Tel. 087-6237988 
Paul Ropp Outlet – Tel. 076-621607 
Central Festival Samui – Tel. 077-410356 
Opening hours: 10:00 AM – 07:00 PM 
Website: WWW.PAULROPP.COM

paulropp.com

The proof is in the pudding as the saying 
goes, and the Paul Ropp line speaks for itself. 
His creative mind has endured the test of 
time, one shop here, one shop there, every-
where you look there’s a Paul Ropp shop, and 
his empire is growing. 

There is fashion and fashion, but you can al-
ways spot a Paul Ropp design in the middle of 
any crowd. Whatever you’re claim to fashion 
may be, or if you’re just looking for a change 
and a feeling of freedom, there’s sure to be a 
Paul Ropp shop nearby. Shop until you drop 
and come out walking on sunshine in a Paul 
Ropp design.
. 

PAUL ROPP: WALKING IN SUNSHINE WRAPPED 
IN PAUL ROPP
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T H E R E  A R E  1 0  D I F F E R E N C E S  B E T W E E N  T H E  T W O  P I C T U R E S .  W H E R E  A R E  T H E Y ?

PHUKET CHARITIES

Phuket Has Been Good To Us 

Established after the 2004 Asian Tsunami, Phuket Has Been Good 
To Us (PHBGTU) is a Thai registered charity. We teach English 
for free to 1,200 children aged 3 to 18 in three Thai Government 
schools in Phuket. Our qualified and experienced English teachers 
teach English classes as part of the Thai school curriculum. We help 
Thai children become capable and confident English speakers so 
that they can secure well paid employment. 

We receive no Government funding but rely on the generosity of 
businesses and kind individuals to pay our teachers’ salaries and 
donations to provide our teaching supplies.
www.phukethasbeengoodtous.org

Located at Kamala.

www.phukethasbeengoodtous.org
www.facebook.com/phukethasbeengoodtous

PHUKET CHARITIES

Phuket Sunshine Village

In the aftermath of the the Tsunami that hit Phuket on the 26.12.04, 
members of the Lions Club of Phuket Andaman Sea decided to be 
involved in a longer term project to help the victims of the tragedy. 
Helping Children in need became the main objective of the Club, and 
the idea of creating a village slowly became to grow.The fund raising 
began in earnest and the response was overwhelming. The Lions 
Club decided to contact “Child Watch Phuket”, a local organization 
in excess of 10 years experience in child care and protection. Child 
Watch Phuket were pleased to join forces with the Lions Club of 
Phuket Andaman Sea to bring the charity project to reality, and run 
it for years to come. 

The Phuket Sunshine Village was opened on in June 2007 by the 
Governor of Phuket. The village is now home to over 100 Children in 
need from Phuket and surrounding provinces.

Located on Sireh island.

www.phuketsunshinevillage.org

PHUKET CHARITIES

The Rotary Club Patong Beach 

The Rotary Club of Patong Beach has been helping provide medical 
care and education for the many needy children in Phuket and along 
the Andaman Coast for over fourteen years. Their many programs 
have provided scholarships for over 300 students, medical care for 
young kids who would otherwise not have access to needed care, 
and helped fund a pre-school, a clinic, and clean water for Moken 
children on a remote island. 

Their current programs include funding a school in Phuket for chil-
dren of Burmese migrant workers who would otherwise be denied 
any education at all. 100% of all funds raised by the Rotary Club go 
directly to the beneficiaries. Watch for future Rotary Club of Patong 
Beach fundraising events and come along to help them help the 
needy children of Phuket and the west coast.

Located in Patong Beach.

www.rotarypatong.org

PHUKET CHARITIES

Soi Dog

Soi Dog was founded in 2003 by Margot Homburg Park and John 
and Gill Dalley. Phuket was growing rapidly at the time and the stray 
dog population was increasing at a fast pace. Witnessing the suffer-
ing endured by street animals John, Gill and Margot held Soi Dog’s 
first clinics utilizing volunteer vets from overseas. Nearly 11 years on 
and Soi Dog have sterilized over 66,000 dogs and cats in Phuket and 
Thailand which is a huge accomplishment. 

Soi Dog has always been known for sterilization and treatment of an-
imals but did you know the shelter in Mai Khao has nearly 400 dogs 
and dozens of cats available for adoption? Many of these dogs and 
cats will live out the rest of their lives at the shelter unless we help 
them find their forever homes. All our dogs and cats are sterilized, 
vaccinated and free to good homes. We adopt locally and overseas 
so if you are considering a feline or canine to join your family please 
contact cristy@soidog.org or on 093 685 1332. 

Located in Mai Khao.

www.soidog.org
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Development Projects 
土地和计划概念

Hotels & Resorts 
酒店生意

Apartments/Condominiums 
with Guaranteed Returns 
保证投资回报率高的公寓

Real Estate
Investment 
Opportunities 
PHUKET-THAILAND

普吉投资好机会

Contact independent real estate agent “Lin” for more details!
具有丰富经验的房地产代理人“陈梦琳”（英语和普通话流利）

We Chat ID: Linphuket  Mobile: +66 (0)818 922 419
微信号：Linphuket  手提：+66 (0)818 922 419
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WHY ARE YOU DOING?
The most important thing in life is to know 
why you are doing what you’re doing.

Most people don’t know. They just go with 
the flow.

Social norms are really powerful. The inputs 
that influence you are really powerful. A great 
video, talk, or book can convince you that you 
should be acting and thinking like that.

But the worst thing in life would be a death-
bed regret that you’ve spent your life pursu-
ing what someone said you should want, in-
stead of what you really want.

For example, if you really want to make a lot of 
money, you need to admit that.

If you really want to be famous, you need to 
pursue that.

If you really want freedom and no responsibil-
ities, or to learn as much as possible, or what-
ever else, you need to realize it and embrace it.

But whatever you decide, you need to opti-
mize for that, and be willing to let go of the 
others.

You can’t diffuse your energy, trying to do a 
little bit of everything, or you’ll always be in 
conflict with yourself.

For example, one way to make money is to 
take on a lot of responsibility, which means 
letting go of some freedoms.

One way to get famous is to let others make 
more money, while you take the spotlight.

I learned this living in Los Angeles, when I was 
friends with some famous Hollywood actors, 
and realized they’re not as rich as you’d think. 
The richest people in Hollywood are the ones 
you’ve never heard of, because they’ve opti-
mized their career for money. They know oth-
ers are willing to take less money in return for 
more fame, so they profit from the other side 
of that deal.

Maybe the most important thing to you is 
learning, or creating, or giving. Maybe it’s how 
many people’s lives you can influence. Maybe 
it’s how deeply you can influence just a few 
people’s lives.

Once you realize it and admit it, you need to 
pursue it.

Like if you want freedom, then you own a 
business but delegate all the work. You won’t 
be learning or creating or giving as much as 
you could with a different strategy, but that’s 
OK. You know freedom is what you’re after.

Sometimes your best strategy is counter-intu-
itive. Like if you have a high paying job, but 
realize that charitable giving is what matters 
most to you, then the best strategy is not to 
quit your job and go hang mosquito nets in 
Africa, but actually to keep your job and make 
as much money as you can, while spending 
it on hiring hundreds of people in Africa to 
hang thousands of mosquito nets. (Unless 
your goal is more about looking charitable, 
instead of actually being charitable. Then ad-
mit that to yourself, too.)

But whatever you choose, brace yourself, 
because people are always going to tell you 
you’re wrong.

That’s why you need to know why you’re do-
ing what you’re doing. Know it in advance. 
Use it as your compass and optimize your life 
around it. Let the other goals be secondary.

So when those decision moments come, you 
can choose the value that you already know 
matters most to you.

I’M A VERY SLOW THINKER
When a friend says something interesting to 
me, I usually don’t have a reaction until much 
later.

When someone asks me a deep question, I 
say, “Hmm. I don’t know.” The next morning, 
I have an answer. I’m a disappointing person 
to try to debate or attack. I just have nothing 
to say in the moment, except maybe, “Good 
point.” Then a few days later, after thinking 
about it a lot, I have a response.

This probably makes me look stupid in the 
moment, but I don’t mind. I’m not trying to 
win any debates.

In fact, I’ll tell you a secret. For most of those 
interviews at sivers.org/i, they sent me their 
questions a week in advance. I’d spend hours 
writing down answers from different perspec-
tives, before choosing the most interesting 
one. Then once we were in a live conversation, 
I’d try to make it sound spontaneous.

It’s a common belief that your first reaction 
is the most honest, but I disagree. Your first 
reaction is usually outdated. Either it’s an an-

swer you came up with long ago and now use 
instead of thinking, or it’s triggering a knee-
jerk emotional response to something that 
happened long ago.

If you take some time to think it through, you 
might find that your first reaction wasn’t cur-
rent and true. Or if it was, then you can say 
so with more conviction. Point is: When you’re 
less impulsive and more deliberate like this, it 
can be a little inconvenient for other people, 
but that’s OK.

Someone asks you a question. You don’t need 
to answer. You can say, “I don’t know,” and take 
your time to answer after thinking. Things 
happen. Someone expects you to respond. 
But you can say, “We’ll see.”

And maybe, through example, you can show 
them that they can do the same.

(Can you imagine how the world would work 
if this was the norm?)

OBVIOUS TO YOU. AMAZING TO OTHERS.
Any creator of anything knows this feeling: 
You experience someone else’s innovative 
work. It’s beautiful, brilliant, breath-taking. 
You’re stunned.

Their ideas are unexpected and surprising, 
but perfect. You think, “I never would have 
thought of that. How do they even come up 
with that? It’s genius!”

Afterwards, you think, “My ideas are so obvi-
ous. I’ll never be as inventive as that.” I get this 
feeling often. Amazing books, music, movies, 
or even amazing conversations. I’m in awe at 
how the creator thinks like that. I’m humbled.

But I continue to do my work. I tell my little 
tales. I share my point of view. Nothing spec-
tacular. Just my ordinary thoughts.

One day someone emailed me and said, “I 
never would have thought of that. How did 
you even come up with that? It’s genius!” Of 
course I disagreed, and explained why it was 
nothing special.

But afterwards, I realized something surpris-
ingly profound: Everybody’s ideas seem ob-
vious to them. I’ll bet even John Coltrane or 
Richard Feynman felt that everything they 
were playing or saying was pretty obvious.

So maybe what’s obvious to me is amazing to 
someone else? Hit songwriters often admit 
that their most successful hit song was one 
they thought was just stupid, even not worth 
recording.

We’re clearly a bad judge of our own cre-
ations. We should just put it out and let the 
world decide. Are you holding back some-
thing that seems too obvious to share?

sivers.org
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Sea View Condominiums in Surin Beach
普吉岛帕诺拉 － 位于素林海滩的海景公寓

Bangtao Beach 550m
Surin Beach 750m
Kamala Beach 3km
Patong Beach 12km
Phuket City 30km
Phuket International Airport 30km

1 bedroom unit starting from THB 4.2mill
1 房单位价格从四百二十万开始
2 bedroom unit starting from THB 6.2mill
2 房单位价格从六百二十万开始

帮淘海滩 550 米
素林海滩 750 米
卡马拉海滩 3 公里
巴东海滩 12 公里
普吉镇 30 公里
普吉国际机场 30 公里

Lin 陈梦琳
linpanoraphuket@gmail.com

We Chat: linphuket
Tel: +66 (0)81 892 2419
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Siam Beach
children, snorkeling, restaurant

Ya Nui Beach
small, cute, snorkeling, restaurant

Mai Khao Beach
looong quiet beach

Surin Beach
celebrities, beach clubs, restaurants 

Bang Tao Beach
5 star hotels, local seafood restaurants
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23

25

Ao Sane Beach
rough sand, snorkelling, restaurant

Kata Beach
white open beach, surfing in summer season

Emerald Beach
peaceful, north facing beach good for sun tan

Laem Singh Beach
hip, young, restaurants, short trek downhill

Nai Thon Beach
white sands, peaceful, scenic road to get there

Banana Beach
insider tip, restaurant, short trek downhill

Laem Ka Noi Beach
park on top parking lot and walk down

Kamala Beach
busy in high season

Nai Harn Beach
local hangout, busy but cute

Patong Beach
very busy beach, lots of activities

Ao Yon Beach
shallow waters, oyster rafts, locals

Kata Noi Beach
white open beach

Kalim Beach
rocky, surfing during summer season

Layan Beach
tranquil, peacful

Paradise Beach
shady, peaceful, calm waters all year
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Panwa Beach
rough sand, shallow water, peaceful, scenic

Laem Ka Beach
local thai style beach with lots of shadow

Karon Beach
white open beach, no shades

Nai Yang Beach
thai locals, shades, calm waters all year
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Rawai Beach
shady, seafood stalls, local boat trips
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Close your eyes…
Imagine the sky-blue sea, and 
those magnificent trees and flow-
ers. Feel the light touch of the wind 
and soft fresh air coming down 
from the tropical hills…doesn’t it 
feel great? 

You can enjoy it all without closing your eyes. 
Simply stand by a window in your own villa. 

Design 
Every villa has modern architecture and in-
cludes various options. Stylish design is com-
plemented with luxury accessories. Only the 
best materials and furniture from leading 
brands are used for the interior.

The following advanced control systems are 
installed in the villas to make you feel safe and 
comfortable, as well as saving you money:
• smart home
• CCTV
• a solar system

Location
The SUGAR Villas luxury project is ideally sit-
uated on the western side of Phuket with a 
fascinating view of Kamala Bay.

All those in love with the island will value the 
perfectly balanced combination of solitude 
and nature, while at the same time enjoying 
easy access to the nightlife of Patong, catch-
ing a wave on Surin beach or just enjoying the 
variety of cuisine on offer at the best restau-
rants on the island. 

You will find the gentle breeze flowing down 
from the hills so refreshing after the daytime 
heat, and the scenery of a mind-blowing sun-
set is the best way to end your day in paradise, 
and the perfect start to a romantic evening. 

Prospect Plan
The six villa complex has 24-hour security 
guards. Each villa has its own swimming pool 
with a jacuzzi, private garden and sea view.

Website: www.sugar-villa.com
Tel: +66 936237884, +66 616835050
E-mail: info@sugar-villa.com

SUGAR – THE SWEET TASTE OF A HAPPY LIFE

THE SWEE T TASTE OF A HAPPY L IFE

Sugar Villa
TEL: +66 (0)935 356 060, +66 (0)616 835 050
EMAIL: info@sugar-villa.com
WEBSITE: www.sugar-villa.com

Logos Safety space
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